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Introduction

Australia’s trade has developed from its Anglocentric history to increasingly reap the
benefits offered by its geopolitical relations with Asia. Indeed, Australia’s location bridges
with the world’s major time zones and gives counter seasonal availability of products
especially in the North Asian markets.
Australia has recently tightened its ties with North Asia through bilateral Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs) with its major trading partners: the Republic of Korea, Japan and China.
FTAs are not a full liberalisation in trade or a complete removal of all barriers: they are
determining trading sectors that the member countries are liberalising. FTAs do not mean
that Australia and South Australia will instantly take advantage of colossal market
opportunities. On the contrary, FTAs mean a commencement of a more efficient relationship
in trade, through its liberalisation, that has the potential to bring sustainable economic
growth.
The biggest implications and benefits flowing from the new FTAs are going to occur in the
next few years: agreements are purely instruments that can boost occurrences and flow in
trade in goods, in services and in investments. In particular, some key sectors such as
agribusiness, resources and services including education, finance and health could enhance
their performances taking the most advantages from FTAs liberalisations.
FTAs involve many actors such as States, local governments, institutions, trading companies,
SMEs, logistic providers, marketing researchers, legal consultants, employees, industrial
organisations research centres, universities and service providers will together have a key
role in the process of applying FTA provisions and making the most of them in order to make
Australia and South Australia continue their exceptional economic performance, and also to
improve it.
At the same time, Australia continues to build relationships with traditional trading partners
in Europe and North America, places at the heart of knowledge, expertise and know-how
that might be a profitable source for collaboration and cutting-edge research and something
that could be considered an inspirational and profitable opportunity.
Whilst considering the implementation of FTAs with North Asia, Australia and South
Australia has the opportunity to apply innovative technologies to improve their performance
and become a core partner of choice in North Asia’s future supply.
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1. AUSTRALIA’s FTAs
1.1.

What is an FTA?

A Free Trade Agreement (FTA) is an international treaty (a written agreement between
sovereign countries which is binding at international law)1 which removes barriers to trade
and facilitates stronger trade and commercial relations, contributing to improved economic
integration between those participant countries. Trade barriers typically come in the form of
tariffs and trade quotas. Additionally, FTAs not only link two countries’ economies but they
also cover entire regions with several participants.
As a general statement, if a document is not approved between sovereign countries, it will
not be considered a treaty. However, even if two or more States agreed on a certain
document, it will not be a treaty unless they intend it to be binding through international
law. Notoriously, treaties are challenging to negotiate, and often require laws in two
different jurisdictions or legal systems to align. It is the negotiators’ task to obtain as much
as they can in the negotiating process, deciding at which point arguing for greater
liberalisation to be achieved is worth continuing to negotiate or whether exploring options
in order to get a result would be too costly in terms of time and opportunities lost. Broadly
speaking, the agreements are composed by clauses that governments discussed, thus they
are not static statements and they can be reviewed, amended and renegotiated from time
to time.
FTAs do not liberalise trade 100% nor remove all barriers. They are agreements determining
which trading sectors -and to which threshold- the member countries will liberalise.
Moreover, FTAs are no longer just an exchange of tariff concessions on goods but they can
cover non-tariff complex regulations and commitments as services, investments, intellectual
property rights, competition policies, labour and environment, sanitary and phytosanitary
measures, movement of persons and technical barriers to trade. These non-tariff areas tend
to gradually be harmonised and tariff barriers and costs are reduced. Therefore, signing an
FTA does not automatically mean that new trade is emerging: an FTA is preparatory to
incentives and occasions that generate, in turn, a trading environment. This enhances and
fosters business and trade opportunities for all the members in the value chain, and boosts
new production networks.
The main advantages of FTAs are generated by the trade creation effect. Indeed, economic
efficiency and trade grow once tariffs between the member countries are cut off. The extent
of the impact of an FTA on exports depends on the implementation of the agreement, and
particularly on:
•
•

the size of the trade barrier removed;
the importance in the trade flows of the other country;

1

Article 2(1) (a) of the VCLT defines a treaty as: 'an international agreement concluded between
States in written form and governed by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or
in two or more related instruments and whatever its particular designation'. Nevertheless, as on the
International Law Commission’s commentaries, Articles 1, 2 (a) and 3 is not 'in anyway intended to
deny that other subjects of international law, such as international organisations and insurgent
communities, may conclude treaties.'
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•
•

•

the increased income (GDP) that will bring the partner-countries to increase
consumption and imports from all countries;
impacts to other sectors of the exporting country’s economy (which leads on the
one hand a redistribution of the resources towards the production of a certain
product, but on the other hand this means that those resources are taken away
from the production of other goods);
consumer preferences in the importing country products (or the so called
substitution effect: consumers would purchase less expensive imported goods, so
FTAs could enable the replacement of inefficient domestic production with a more
efficient foreign one.).

This in turn improves the economic welfare of the participating countries.
1.1.1. FTAs within the WTO system
FTAs are developed under the World Trade Organization system (WTO). Broadly speaking, a
couple of general principles form the foundation of the multilateral trade system. The first
one states that the reductions in trade barriers should be applied, on a Most-Favoured
Nation (MFN) basis, to all WTO members. That is to say WTO members should not be
discriminated against by another member state's trade regime, therefore if a member grants
a particular concession to another, it must extend it to all the other members of the WTO.
Even if it is handled with some slight differences, MFN is found in all the three main WTO
agreements: in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), in the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), respectively in Article I and II, and in the Agreement
on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) in Article IV. The second
principle, again with marginal differences in each provision, is the ‘national treatment’
principle. It is found in Article III of GATT, Article XVII of GATS and Article III of TRIPS and it
applies once a product, service or item of intellectual property (like trademarks, copyrights,
industrial designs, geographical indications and patents) has entered a market. Accordingly,
imported and locally-produced goods, services and IP items deserve equal treatment.
However, an important exception to these rules is allowed notably under Article XXIV of the
GATT for trade in goods, in Article V of the GATS for trade in services and in the so-called
Enabling Clause for developing countries (i.e. the Decision on Differential and More
Favourable Treatment, Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of Developing Countries adopted
under GATT in 1979)2. It gives permission to ratify regional trade agreements (RTAs): under
these agreements, the removal or the reductions in trade barriers apply only to the parties
to the RTA. To enhance the understanding and the effects of RTAs, the WTO established the
so-called Transparency Mechanism, under which countries must provide early
announcement and notification of their RTAs to the WTO Secretariat.

2

GATT, Decision on Differential and More Favourable Treatment and Reciprocity and Fuller
Participation of Developing Countries, L/4903 (28 November 1979). According to it, developing
countries do not have to liberalize “substantially all of their trade” since FTAs between developing
countries offer mutual reduction or elimination of tariffs.
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RTAs' key provisions:
Article XXIV of GATT, (see Paragraphs 4-10), refers to the formation and operation of
customs unions and free-trade areas in the trade in goods (see also the Understanding on
the Interpretation of Article XXIV of the GATT 1994);
Article V of GATS governs the conclusion of RTAs in the area of trade in services, for
developed and developing countries;
the so-called Enabling Clause provides for preferential trade arrangements in trade in
goods between developing countries.

Comprehensive RTAs can play a key role in supporting global trade liberalisation and they
have become progressively prevalent since the early 1990s. Indeed, RTAs may be
agreements established between countries not necessarily belonging to the same
geographical region and their impact depends on their own choice of the key internal
parameters. As of January 2015, the GATT/WTO received more than 600 notifications of
RTAs (422 under Article XXIV of the GATT, 143 under Article V of the GATS and 39 under the
Enabling Clause) among which 398 are currently in force.3
Figure 1 Evolution of Regional Trade Agreements in the world, 1948-2015

__ Cumulative Notifications of RTAs in force and inactive RTAs
__ Cumulative Notifications of RTAs in force
__ Cumulative Number of Physical RTAs in force

Notifications of RTAs in force
Notifications of Inactive RTAs

Source: WTO Secretariat, as of 8 Jan 2015

3

Source: WTO website http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/region_e.htm, last access on
24 April 2015. The statistics provided by the WTO on RTAs are based on notification requirements.
This means that, for an RTA that includes both goods and services, there will be two notifications
counted, even if there is only one physical RTA.
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The major categories of RTAs under the WTO include Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and
partial scope agreements, accounting for approximately 90 per cent, and customs unions
account for 10 per cent. Their aim is 'to facilitate trade between the constituent territories
and not to raise barriers to the trade of other contracting parties with such territories'4. In
particular, according to Article XXIV, FTAs seem to fall under strict requirements: they need
to eliminate duties, tariffs, regulations or other restrictions on 'substantially all the trade' in
goods between the trading member partners, for the products originating in those
territories. Likewise, Article V GATS prescribe to remove 'substantially all discrimination'
against service suppliers from member partners on 'substantial sectoral coverage' in
services. Moreover, these provisions cannot mean that the regulations are higher to nonpartner countries than they were before the establishment of the FTA.
An FTA may also be established as an Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA), bearing
provisions harmonizing the economic systems (like intellectual property rights and
movement of persons), to have an extensive range of economic collaboration.
Certainly, the expanding network of FTAs has been fostered by the impasse of international
trade negotiations at the WTO Doha Round – the current trade-negotiation round of the
WTO which officially began in November 2001 at the WTO’s Fourth Ministerial Conference in
Doha, Qatar – the aim of which is to increase global trade on areas such as agriculture, nonagricultural market access, the environment and trade-related aspects of intellectual
property rights. FTA negotiations are usually easier than multilateral trade negotiations and
they may lead to a broader expansion of free trade, accomplishing partial liberalisations in
areas that brought the WTO negotiations to an impasse. On the one hand, countries may be
less reticent to agree to a concession on a multilateral level if they have already agreed on a
similar provision in a ‘narrow’ FTA negotiation. In other words, FTAs can accomplish trade
liberalization in the areas where WTO negotiations have made unsuccessful attempts. On
the other hand, as the fundamental principles of the WTO imply the non-discrimination on
trade among nations, FTAs are exceptions that are essentially discriminatory against outside
parties, indeed they create preferential trading systems and cause a disparity in trade.
Moreover, the rapid increase of FTAs has been escalating to the point that we can talk about
a proliferation of FTAs, which can be a systemic problem to the WTO regime. More
specifically, an uncoordinated proliferation of FTAs can be a challenge within the WTO
system, especially to its multilateral governance of international trade. In case of overlaps
among the agreements, there could be more Rules of Origin (ROOs) on the same products in
the same regions. Indeed, ROOs are the means for determining criteria required about the
national source of a product and are used to qualify a good for preferential treatment under
FTAs. The more FTAs agreed, the more the risk of different tariff rates and ROOs applied to
the same product, related to its provenience, increases.
1.2.

Australia’s existing FTAs

Australia is the 12th largest economy in the world and the 4th largest in the Asian region. Its
location provides a two-fold strategic advantage: first, it has a strong geo-political and
cultural link with the Indo-Pacific region, which is also an advantage in trade relationships
with those areas; second, it bonds between the time zones of Asia, Europe, and the

4

Paragraph 4 of Article XXIV GATT.
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Americas, allowing 24-hour connectivity (60 per cent of the world’s population lives in the
same time zone as Australia’s west coast).
Australia has one of the most open economies in the world and moreover it has had
unprecedented growth in GDP since December 1991 without a recession, productively
weathering both the 1998 Asian financial crisis and the global financial crisis (GFC) in 2008
without any relapsing on its liberalisation on trade matters. That was a result of, inter alia,
strong demand for commodity exports, particularly from China.
Figure 2: Australia’s GDP Growth

Source: ABS. Data released on 4th February 2015

Boosting economic prosperity through FTAs provide an opportunity for business not to be
missed. Indeed, approximately one in five Australian jobs is linked to international trade.
Australia has been a member of GATT since 11 October 1967 and a member of the WTO
since 1st January 1995, granting at least MFN treatment to all its trading partners.
Australia has broad commitments in its RTAs in several areas, focusing on the so-called
'behind the border' topics including services and investment. This is because barriers such as
competition policies, professional qualifications, standards and intellectual property rights
may be more of an obstacle to trade when compared to tariffs.
The Australian strategic approach concentrates on comprehensive bilateral FTAs with its top
export markets. Over the years, Australia signed a network of FTAs with several countries (as
detailed in Table 1) comprising around 42 per cent of Australian total trade (28 per cent in
2013). Some of its initial FTAs were with Canada and Papua New Guinea, not to mention the
Forum Island non-reciprocal agreement and the Developing Countries Preferential Rates.
Most importantly, Australia signed FTAs with Republic of Korea and Japan, respectively its
third export market and second largest two-way partner (the former entered into force on
12 December 2014 and the latter on 15 January 2015). Furthermore, in November 2014
Australia concluded FTA negotiations with China, its largest export destination which in 2014
accounted for 23 per cent (37 per cent merchandise export) of Australia's total trade.
Australia is also currently engaged in other FTA negotiations (see Table 2): where two are
bilateral (India; Indonesia) and four are plurilateral FTA negotiations: the Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement (TPP); the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC); the Pacific Trade and
Economic Agreement (PACER Plus); the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Agreement (RCEP). The additional countries covered by these negotiations represent a
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further 6 per cent of Australia’s total trade. Moreover, Australia is taking part in the
negotiations of an Environmental Goods Agreement (EGA) and a Trade in Services
Agreement (TiSA).
Figure 3: RTAs’ overlapping

Source: DFAT 2013.

The figure does not show Australia's bilateral FTAs but only East Asian and Asia-Pacific
regional alliances, which often create intersections and overlaps.
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RTA Name
ASEAN5 - Australia - New
Zealand (AANZFTA)
Australia – Canada
(CANATA)
Australia – Chile
Developing Countries
Preferential Rates
Australia - New Zealand
(ANZCERTA)

Table 1: Australia’s FTAs
Date of
Date of entry into
GATT/WTO
force
notification
1-Jan-106

8-Apr-10

Agreement
Status

Preference
Flow

Plurilateral

Reciprocal

30-Jun-60
(CANATA pre(amended on 24-OctBilateral
dates WTO)
73)
6-Mar-09
3-Mar-09
Bilateral
Australia first extended unilateral trade
Developing
preferences to developing countries in
Countries
1976 under the Australian System of Preferential Rates
Tariff Preferences.

Reciprocal
Reciprocal
Non-Reciprocal

1-Jan-89

22-Nov-95

Bilateral

Reciprocal

15-Jan-15

12-Jan-15

Bilateral

Reciprocal

1-Jan-81 (amended
on 14-Jul- 80)8

7-Jan-81
(14-Sep-89)

Plurilateral

Non-Reciprocal

Australia - Papua New
Guinea (PATCRA);
(PATCRAII)

1-Feb-77
20-Sep-91

20-Dec-76
21-Feb-91

Bilateral

Reciprocal

Malaysia – Australia

1-Jan-13

13-May-13

Bilateral

Republic of Korea Australia
Singapore - Australia

12-Dec-14

22-Dec-14

Bilateral

Reciprocal

28-Jul-03

25-Sep-03

Bilateral

Reciprocal

Thailand - Australia

1-Jan-05

27-Dec-04

Bilateral

Reciprocal

US - Australia

1-Jan-05

22-Dec-04

Bilateral

Reciprocal

Bilateral

Reciprocal

Japan - Australia
Forum Islands (including
Fiji)7 (SPARTECA)

Australia - China

Not
entered
into
force
yet.
Negotiations were concluded on 17Nov-14.

Reciprocal

5

ASEAN was formed on 8 August 1967 by Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and
Thailand. Membership has expanded to Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar (Burma), and Vietnam.
6
Dates of Entry into force: 1-Jan-10 for Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia, Myanmar, New
Zealand, the Philippines, Singapore and Viet Nam; 12-Mar-10 for Thailand; 1-Jan-11 for Lao PDR; 4-Jan11 for Cambodia; 10-Jan-12 for Indonesia.
7
Australia and New Zealand established duty-free and unrestricted access for products originating
from the developing island member countries of the Pacific Islands Forum: the Cook Islands, the
Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Western Samoa. On 2 May 2009, Fiji was suspended
from participation in the Forum because it did not commit to holding a general election. The
suspension was lifted on 22 October 2014 following the Fijian general election of 17 September 2014.
8
Entry into force for Australia: 30 June 1982.
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Table 2: Australia’s Free Trade Agreements current negotiations

India – Australia

Indonesia – Australia
Australia - Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC)

Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP)

Environmental Goods
Agreement (EGA)

Pacific Agreement on Closer
Economic Relations (PACER)
Plus

Trans-Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPP)

Trade in Services Agreement
(TiSA)

Negotiations to conclude a Comprehensive Economic
Cooperation Agreement between Australia and India were
launched in May 2011.
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (IACEPA) negotiations commenced in Jakarta in September
2012.
Negotiating parties: Australia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
Negotiations commenced on 30 July 2007.
Negotiating parties: ASEAN (Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Brunei, Vietnam, Laos,
Burma, and Cambodia), Australia, China, India, Japan,
Republic of Korea and New Zealand. Negotiations
commenced on 20 November 2012
Negotiating parties: Australia, Canada, China, Costa Rica,
the European Union, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, New
Zealand, Norway, Singapore, Switzerland, Chinese Taipei
and the United States. Negotiations commenced in Geneva
on 8 July 2014.
Negotiating parties: Australia, Cook Islands, Federated
States of Micronesia, Kiribati, Nauru, New Zealand, Niue,
Palau, Papua New Guinea, Republic of Marshall Islands,
Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu.
Pacific Islands Forum Leaders launched negotiations on
PACER Plus in August 2009.
Trans-Pacific Economic Partnership agreement (TPSEP or
P4) between Brunei Darussalam, Chile, New Zealand and
Singapore came into force on 1 January 2006. Article 20.6
allows ‘any other APEC economy or other State’ to access
it. The approach switched in negotiating a new FTA whose
parties are: Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan,
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the
United States and Vietnam.
Parties: Australia, Canada, Chile, Chinese Taipei, Colombia,
Costa Rica, European Union (representing its 28 Member
States), Hong Kong, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Liechtenstein,
Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Republic of Korea, Switzerland, Turkey,
Uruguay, and the United States. Negotiations began in
early 2013.
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2. AUSTRALIA – NORTH ASIA’S RELATIONSHIP
Until the 1960s, Britain and the United States were Australia’s main trading partners. Today
the importance of Australia’s trade has shifted to Asia, with 4 out of 5 of Australia’s top
trading partners located there. China, Japan, the United States, the Republic of Korea and
Singapore are now Australia’s largest trading partners.
Australia is therefore increasingly tied to fast-growing economies in Asia.

Source: DFAT, Composition of Trade Australia 2013-14

Figure 4: Asia at the centre of the economic activity
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Historical overview
Australian ties and engagement policies in the North Asian region do not only in reflect our
current times. Since the 1940s, Australia entered Japan and China with two first diplomatic
missions (1940 and 1941, Menzies’ government). Besides, a deep economic relation with
Japan began after World War II: in 1957, Australia became the first country to boost trade
with Japan. Indeed, the two countries signed a trade agreement and Japan started the
economic boom (yet in the 1960s Japan surpassed the United Kingdom as Australia's main
export market). Moreover, during the Cold War Australia exported wheat to China, and it
sent 17,000 troops to Republic of Korea to help during the Korean War. Australia has long
been dedicated to development and economic integration with the whole region, indeed in
1950 it proposed the Colombo Plan to assist developing countries in Asia-Pacific.
Years later, with the Vietnam War ending, Australia easily could have fallen back into the
Anglocentric way of life, isolating itself from Asia through its ancient perception of being
more like a European country than a Pacific one. Nevertheless, the United States was
recovering from its Vietnamese defeat and the United Kingdom’s markets were moving
towards the European Economic Community. Thus, Australia began realising the solid
importance of regional relations and in December 1972, guided by the Whitlam
Government, it officially recognised the People's Republic of China’s communist government
and later on it reopened its Embassy in Beijing (previously closed in protest in 1949).
Another episode strengthening North Asian relations was the 1976 Basic Treaty of
Friendship and Co-operation with Japan. Another element that enhanced the relations
between Australia and Asian countries at the time, namely business but also allowance of
tourist visas, education and protection of the refugees, was the abandonment of the 'White
Australia' policy (plans aiming at fostering immigration to Australia from certain European
countries, particularly from Britain). In 1997, Australia was also active in responding to the
Asian financial crisis, joining Japan and others to arrange measures to assist the affected
countries as Indonesia, Republic of Korea and Thailand.
North Asia moving towards the future
Asia is already the most populated area of the world and it will also be the homeland of the
majority of the flourishing world’s middle class. Redesigning global markets, it will not only
become the world’s biggest producer of a broad range of goods and services but also its
principal consumer. Accordingly, the wealth and resourceful middle class’ demands range
from tourism to high-quality food products, household goods, electronics, health and aged
care, international education, banking, legal and financial services.
The rapid growth in Asia leads to an increasing number of people moving from the rural
areas of origin to the cities in search of opportunities: the rate of urbanisation is increasing
by 1.5 per cent per annum9. This implies a series of challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

9

growing demand for food and beverage (and water scarcity concerns);
infrastructure requirements;
energy and mineral resource need and security;
climate change concerns;
health care services for an ageing population.

UN, World Urbanization Prospects, the 2014 Revision.
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Massive Asian development has not only affected global stability but it has also contributed
to changes in critical food demands. Firstly, higher wages have bolstered the demand for
higher protein and more diverse diets. This means meat, fish, dairy, edible oils, fruits and
vegetables. For instance, the consumption of meat in China increased from a level of around
29 kcal/cap/day in the 1960s to almost 450 kcal/cap/day today (FAO 2014)10. Secondly,
urbanisation has also changed the form of sustenance, heightening the request of fast or
ready-to-eat consumption and semi-processed foods. Accordingly, in agriculture and
horticulture there will be opportunities for Australian markets to be an important supplier of
high-value and high demand food products. This will require investing in agribusinesses to
boost both productivity and research.
As life expectancy rises and fertility declines, the proportion of the average age of the
population rises (this phenomenon is known as the ageing population). In the year 2000, the
average age in Asia was 29 years of age. By 2040 there will be an extra 1 billion Asian people,
and 500 million of them will be aged over 65.11 Mostly they will be women with fewer adult
children. For instance, in 2014 Chinese people aged over 60 was more than 200 million, with
projections of 243 million by 2020 and 300 million by 2025. Asia will have an older
population than Australia or the United States by 2050. As the region is rising in longevity, its
ageing population will also need to face the challenges that will come along with it, namely
financing and delivering healthcare, the need for health services, sanitary and hospital
infrastructure, specialty clinics, skilled doctors and associated technologies.
Moreover, Asian markets lead to a growing need for commodities, raw materials and
energy, essentials in the urbanisation and capacity building. Broadly speaking, by 2040 Asian
countries will import two out of every three barrels of crude oil traded internationally.12
China is the best example of this massive growth process, concerning coal consumption: it
went from consuming less than half as much energy as the US in 2000 to now be the largest
world’s energy consumer, producer and importer. In 2013 it accounted for almost more than
50 per cent of global coal demand, importing the largest amount of coal ever traded in a
single year (341 Mt of coal).13 China’s is also the world’s largest consumer of steel,
aluminium and copper, accounting for around 40 per cent of global consumption for each.
Its growth has not only made it a significant producer, inter alia, of the above mentioned
black coal, gold, iron ore and zinc, but also demanded lesser-famous materials as antimony,
manganese, zircon and scandium (used respectively in the production of electronics,
stainless steel, ceramic glazes and aluminium alloys). Besides, the cost of extractions is rising
and China is trying to diversify the supply, also in its imports. This means more Chinese
foreign investments and more opportunities for the countries overseas: the more wealth it
has, the more it will need to invest (as occurred with the Chinese computer technology
company Lenovo which in 2014 was the world's largest personal computer vendor by unit
sales). Japan and the Republic of Korea too need raw materials and are another example of
the Asian demand of energy to use in the manufacturing sector. Japan for instance is
importing more than 80 per cent of its energy, it is the largest importer of LNG, the world’s
second-largest importer of coal and the third-largest net importer of crude oil (EIA 2012).
The dependence on energy imports is the reason why North Asian countries have

10

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) (2014). Food and Nutrition in Numbers, Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, p. 30.
11
United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, 2013, World
Population Ageing 2013, Doc. ST/ESA/SER.A/348.
12
OECD/IEA, 2014, World Energy Outlook.
13

Ibidem.
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established trade and investment relationships with nations rich in raw materials and why
Australia has a strong and long-lasting links with them. This connection can gradually evolve
as Asian countries become more sensitive on environmental concerns, indeed both North
Asian countries and Australia want to diversify and to invest in green energies and create
green bonds.
The US and Europe are still leading globally in science and research, but Asia is emerging as a
centre of innovation and technological development, being an essential font of advanced
technologies, cutting-edge science and a global innovation hub, not to mention in the area
of art and culture. For instance, Japanese companies operate at the highest end of the value
chain and in 2010 the country overtook the US as the main producer of triadic patent
families, which is a particular type of patent family taken at the US Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO), the European Patent Office (EPO) and the Japanese Patent Office (JPO).
The knowledge and the capabilities that will be essential as competitive factors in North Asia
embrace scientific and technical excellence, job-specific skills, resilience and creativity.

Australia’s trade in goods and services relations in North Asia
Australia has a diversified service-based economy (see Figure 5) with a professional and
highly-skilled workforce (almost 40 per cent hold a tertiary qualification and just under 2 per
cent hold a doctorate, ranking the country respectively 10th and 9th in the OECD). Indeed
services account for more than 80 per cent of real gross value added (GVA): from scientific
and technical services to information media and telecommunications, not to mention
education, these sectors count for almost 15 per cent of total output; the financial services
industry itself produces 9 per cent of the total GVA.
Figure 5 - Australian Industry Share of Output Top 5

7%

5%

Services

8%

Mining

9%
57%

Construction
Manufacturing
Retail Trade

Based on data of the Reserve Bank of Australia, released 4 February 2015.

Moreover, Australia is expected to play a key role in the areas that are likely to lead the
future global growth, namely in agribusiness, wealth management, mining, education and
tourism. Competitiveness in these sectors will allow Australia to continue its uninterrupted
growth since 1991 (IMF 2012) and to be a crucial trade partner for Asian countries.
Australia’s trade with Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation countries counted for more than 70
per cent of Australia’s total two-way merchandise trade in FY2013-14 (AUD$486 billion, see
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Table 6), East Asia and ASEAN countries counted respectively 57.7 and 14.8 per cent, while
the EU totalled around 12 per cent.
The importance of Asia’s trade also emerges from Australia’s top goods and services export
markets: 10 of the 12 were in the Asia region (see Figure 6), showing how Australia is not
only geographically close to Asia, but has also been developing enduring cultural, trade and
investment relations. In North Asia, the countries that have already dominated Australia’s
two-way merchandise trade include China, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Taiwan and Hong
Kong. Collectively, they accounted for over 50 per cent of Australia’s total goods trade in
FY2013–14 (more than AUD$260 billion, which is an increase of 36 per cent since the last
decade).
Figure 6: Australia’s top goods and services export markets in 2013/14

Source: ABS trade data on DFAT STARS database, ABS cat. n. 5368.0.55.003 and ABS unpublished data
released on Nov 14. (Austrade)

Australia’s economy has been showing further boosting data,14 particularly as it is:
•
•
•
•

14

the world’s 12th largest economy (IMF 2014);
growing annually without interruption since 1991, as mentioned, and it forecasts to
have an average annual real GDP growth of 3 per cent between 2015 and 2019;
two-way trade in goods and services in FY2013-14 totalled AUD$669 billion, 42 per
cent of GDP (more than double when compared to the previous decade at AUD$316
billion);
10 major trading partners in the Asian region accounted for 64 per cent of its twoway merchandise trade or about AUD$339 billion in FY2013–14;

DFAT 2015.
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•
•

rated triple ‘A’ by all three global rating agencies in 2014 (Moody’s, Standard and
Poor’s and Fitch). The only other economy in Asia with the same rating was
Singapore;
foreign investment stock totals AUD$2.6 trillion and its inward FDI stock reached
almost AUD$630 billion in 201315 (up 40 per cent from 2008 records). Despite the US
and the UK persist the strongest sources of FDI, investment from Asia is increasing.

Australia’s strong economy and great relationship with North Asia will help the latter to face
the emerging challenges. Water, food and energy security, urbanisation, economically and
environmentally sustainable growth, climate change, social safety, dealing with the ageing
population, defence sector reform and management of the nation’s growing wealth, can be
interpreted as opportunities for a new phase of engagement with North Asia.
The Australian economy can become more competitive by being resilient in dealing with the
imminent change. The so-called Asian century offers a wealth of opportunities to diversify
businesses for skilled workers, companies and SMEs:
• Asian wealth will funnel in a growing demand for both food and science and
technology applications in manufacturing, infrastructure and services (beef and
wheat, as well as business and education-related travel services, professional,
technical and financial services are among Australia’s top export, as showed in Table
7);
• North Asia’s ageing population will also require health and aged care services and
expertise which can be imported from Australia (medicaments are already within
Australia’s top 20 exports);
• The robust economic development in North Asia will drive the demand for energy
and mineral resources (Japan and the Republic of Korea have narrow domestic
energy supplies and they are both relying on imports deeply, China is also an
enormous energy’s consumer and is willing to diversify its supply), which develop
into opportunities in Australian mining and resource related sectors, natural
resource management and environmentally sustainable development, as Australia’s
main merchandise exports are iron ore and concentrates, coal, natural gas, gold,
crude petroleum, aluminium ores and concentrates, copper ore and concentrates
(see Table 4 and Table 7).

15

ABS catalogue 5352.0. See also DFAT publication ‘International Investment Australia 2013’, table
18.7.
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Table 3 - Australia’s Trade, 2013-14:
Merchandise trade

AUD$m

Trade in services

AUD$m

Exports
Imports
Total trade (exports + imports)
Merchandise trade surplus

272,913
251,681
524,594

Exports of services
Imports of services
Services trade deficit

57,381
70,819
13,438

21,232

Table 4 - Australia's Major Merchandise Trade, 2013-14:
EXPORTS

IMPORTS

Merchandise trade

AUD$m

Merchandise trade

AUD$m

Iron ores and concentrates
Coal
Natural gas
Gold
Crude petroleum

174,684
39,965
16,305
13,260
10,430

Crude petroleum
Refined petroleum
Passenger motor vehicles
Telecom equipment and
parts
Medicaments (incl.
veterinary)

21,588
19,202
17,834
9,069
7,672

Table 5 - Australia's Merchandise Trade Destinations, 2013-14:
EXPORTS
IMPORTS
Destination
AUD$m
%
Destination
AUD$m
%
China
100,090
36.7
China
50,085
19.9
Japan
49,024
18
US*
27,970
11.1
ROK
20,889
7.7
Japan
18,442
7.3
US
10,632
3.9
Singapore
13,085
5.2
India
8,360
3.1
Germany
11,222
4.9
ROK
11,365
4.5
*
Based on unpublished ABS data and includes confidential aircraft imports (confidential from
Sep-08 onwards).
Source: DFAT, Composition of Trade Australia 2013-2014. Excludes some confidential items
of trade.
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Table 6 - Australia’s Exports and Imports of goods and services1

Rank

Destination

AUD$ billion
2013–2014

% Share
2013–2014

Cumulative
% Share
2013–2014

% Change
2012-13 to
2013–2014

1

China

159,7

23.9

23.9

21.8

2

Japan

72,2

10.8

34.7

4.0

3

USA

58,2

8.7

43.3

6.1

4

Republic
Korea

34,6

5.2

48.5

13.5

5

Singapore

29,5

4.4

52.9

1.6

6

New Zealand

22,7

3.4

56.3

8.0

7

UK

20,3

3.0

59.3

-7.3

8

Malaysia

19,9

3.0

62.3

17.0

9

Thailand

18,8

2.8

65.1

-3.0

10

Germany

16,8

2.5

67.7

7.8

All
Economies
(BOP basis)

669,2

100.0

–

7.3

APEC2

486.1

72.6

–

10.8

460,1

68.8

–

9.8

386,4

57.7

–

12.5

290,0

43.3

–

5.0

99,0

14.8

–

7.5

83,3

12.5

–

2.6

of

G20
East Asia
OECD2
ASEAN
EU

2

2

1. Trade in goods is on a recorded trade basis. It excludes selected confidential export and
import commodities from partner country totals. Therefore movements in the confidential
country totals may not reflect the true pattern of trade.
2. Country group totals include actual partner country export totals and imports for 2013 for
selected countries only.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) trade data on DFAT STARS database, ABS catalogue
5368.0.55.003 and unpublished ABS data (released 20 November 2014); Austrade.
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Table 7 - Australia's top 25 exports, goods and services1

Rank

Commodity

1
2
3

Iron ores and concentrates
Coal
Natural gas
Education-related travel
services2
Personal travel (excl. education)
services
Gold
Crude petroleum
Beef (fresh, chilled or frozen)
Wheat
Aluminium ores and
concentrates (incl. alumina)
Copper ores and concentrates
Professional services
Other ores and concentrates3
Business travel services
Aluminium
Copper
Technical and other business
services
Meat (fresh, chilled or frozen),
excl. beef
Medicaments (incl. veterinary)
Refined petroleum
Financial services
Other transport services4
Wool and other animal hair
(incl. tops)
Passenger transport services5
Cotton
Total (BOP basis)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

AUD$
million
2013-14

% growth
2012-13 to
2013-14

% growth 5
year trend

74,671
39,960
16,305

30.8
3.4
14.3

16.8
-3.7
13.3

15,743

8.2

-0.7

13,874

10.5

2.7

13,261
10,427
6,422
6,084

-13.3
7.4
27.1
-9.9

-2.1
4.1
5.4
9.1

6,078

9.2

0.8

5,220
4,586
4,440
4,092
3,846
3,712

-2.2
2.8
3.5
-4.1
7.0
19.7

7.0
6.9
5.1
10.5
-5.8
5.7

3,641

-5.4

2.0

3,356

33.2

6.9

2,861
2,816
2,815
2,477

-16.3
-4.0
30.6
10.4

-3.8
2.5
16.5
2.5

2,455

-0.7

4.8

2,389
2,356
331,184

0.6
-12.6
9.5

-6.5
42.0
4.0

1

Goods trade are on a recorded trade basis, Services trade are on a balance of payments basis.
It includes student expenditure on tuition fees and living expenses.
3
’
‘Other ores and concentrates are mainly of Lead, Zinc and Manganese ores and concentrates.
4
‘
‘Other transport services exports covers a range of services provided in Australian airports and
ports, including cargo and baggage handling services, agents fees associated with freight
transportation, airport and port charges.
5
It includes related agency fees and commissions.
2

Based on ABS trade data on DFAT STARS database and ABS catalogues 5368.0 (Dec 2014) and 5429.0.
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Table 8 - Australia's top 25 imports, goods and services1

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Commodity
Personal travel (excl. education)
services
Crude petroleum
Refined petroleum
Passenger motor vehicles
Freight services
Telecom equipment and parts
Medicaments (incl. veterinary)
Computers
Passenger transport services
Goods vehicles
Technical and other business services
Professional services
Gold
Charges for intellectual property
Heating and cooling equipment and
parts
Business travel services
Pumps (excl. liquid pumps) and parts
Furniture, mattresses and cushions
Measuring and analysing instruments
Electrical machinery and parts, n.e.s.
Civil engineering equipment and
parts
Vehicle parts and accessories
Mechanical handling equip and parts
Telecom, computer and information
services
Prams, toys, games and sporting
goods
Total (BOP basis)

AUD$
million
2013-14

% growth
2012-13 to
2013-14

%growth
5 year
trend

25,370

8.8

5.7

21,590
19,203
17,834
9,700
9,069
7,673
7,108
6,328
6,055
5,897
4,998
4,767
4,077

6.9
14.0
2.9
6.1
1.7
-4.3
6.9
-10.5
-21.3
-5.6
2.1
-7.8
-0.8

9.0
12.0
8.0
1.7
5.6
1.2
3.8
4.3
6.1
6.4
12.0
-14.0
3.4

3,772

45.3

9.8

3,529
3,523
3,436
3,012
2,883

-2.2
19.3
17.3
9.9
12.3

2.2
2.6
4.2
1.4
3.2

2,877

-38.0

4.3

2,835
2,724

-0.2
8.4

3.9
9.3

2,715

31.3

2.9

2,649

15.1

-2.6

338,624

5.5

4.7

1

Goods trade are on a recorded trade basis, Services trade are on a balance of payments basis.
Please note – imports of aircraft were made confidential by the ABS from Sep-08 onwards. Imports of
aircraft would rank in Australia's top 25 imports. DFAT estimates that aircraft imports were valued at
around AUD$3.8 billion in 2013-14.
2
Includes Related agency fees and commissions.
Based on ABS trade data on DFAT STARS database and ABS catalogue 5368.0 (Dec 2014) and 5429.0.
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North Asia’s FTAs
As mentioned in Chapter 1, these FTAs will provide market gains and deeper cuts to tariffs
more rapidly than ongoing plurilateral initiatives such as the Doha Round, RCEP and TPP
(which currently does not include China and Republic of Korea). KAFTA entered into force on
12 December 2014, JAEPA on 15 January 2015, while ChAFTA’s negotiations were concluded
on 17 November 2014, and the agreement’s signature will take place as soon as both parties
have completed their legal review and translation. The agreements have a similar structure,
where several sectors can be analysed, such as trade in goods (specifically food and energy),
trade in services and investment. This next chapter will focus on Australia’s key market
access outcomes in these sectors.

2.1.Republic of Korea – Australia FTA (KAFTA)16
The Republic of Korea is Australia’s 4th-largest overall trading partner and 3rd-largest export
market. Australia’s major competitors in the South Korean market are the US, EU, Chile and
ASEAN countries, already receiving preferential access through their respective FTAs, and
Canada and New Zealand recently concluded FTA negotiations with the Republic of Korea
(CKFTA entered into force on 1 January 2015, while the trade ministers of New Zealand and
the Republic of Korea signed an FTA on 23 March 2015). As a result of KAFTA, Australia can
take advantage like the US and EU of the elimination of tariffs on products like beef, wheat,
sugar, dairy, wine, horticulture and seafood, and in liberalisations in sectors like education,
financial, legal and accounting. The reduction or elimination of tariffs is based on a Schedule
of tariff commitment for each country. South Korean tariffs at zero were 84.0 per cent of its
imports (by value) from Australia since entry into force of KAFTA; after 10 years a zero tariff
will apply to 95.7 per cent of imports from Australia (by value) and on full implementation
99.8 per cent of Australia’s current goods trade will enter duty free.17
Australia’s economy might increase approximately AUD$5 billion in additional income
between 2015 and 2030, as a result of KAFTA. According to the Centre for International
Economics that conducted independent modelling, the implementation of KAFTA will lead to
a 25 per cent higher exports in 2030 (15 years after entry into force) when compared to the
scenario where Australia did not enter the FTA, 73 per cent higher exports in agriculture, 17
per cent higher in mining and 53 per cent in manufacturing. In 2030, Australian cumulative
increase in GDP would be AUD$5,036 million. The good liberalisation is predictable to raise
real consumption per household by AUD$82 per year in 2015, by AUD$118 a year in 2030
(AUD$1,088 cumulative value per household over 15 years) and to create more than 1,700
new jobs in 2015.18 If Australia had not secured KAFTA, there would have been a 5 per cent
decrease in annual exports by 2030 (also caused by the full implementation of the US and
EU’s FTAs by that time).19

16

Based on KAFTA (Tariff Schedule of Korea are in Section B of Annex 2-A), DFAT factsheets and the
Australian Treaty National Interest Analysis 8, 2014, (Regulation Impact Statement is in Attachment
II).
17
KAFTA Regulation Impact Statement, p. 6.
18
Modelling was conducted in late November 2013 by the Centre for International Economics, using
global and domestic computable general equilibrium economic models, assuming the 1 January as
entry into force of KAFTA. Services and investment trade liberalisation were not included. See also
Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation (2014), The Impact of Free Trade
Agreements on Australia, a Model-Based Analysis, Publication No. 14/002.
19
See the Impact of Free Trade Agreements, cit.
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2.1.1. Trade in goods
Agriculture: the Republic of Korea is Australia’s 5th-largest agriculture market, however the
average tariff on agricultural imports were more than 50 per cent (with some products
facing up to 550 per cent tariffs). Some agricultural products like rice, milk powder, honey,
abalone, ginger, apples, pears and walnuts (0.2 per cent of Australia’s exports to the
Republic of Korea) were considered too sensitive by the Republic of Korea and are not
included in the agreement KAFTA. The other main outcomes20 include:
•

Beef and other meats: the Republic of Korea is Australia’s 3rd largest export market
for beef and Australia is the biggest agricultural export to the Republic of Korea
(worth AUD$892m in 2013-14). US beef exports to the Republic of Korea were 3 to 4
times greater than Australian exports before 2004, when Australian beef started
replacing US beef because of the finding of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE)
in US beef. The US beef enjoyed an 8.1 per cent tariff advantage over Australia in the
South Korean market last year, and received its subsequent annual 2.7 per cent
reduction cut on 1 January 2015 as a result of KORUS (under which the Republic of
Korea agreed a 40 per cent tariff on US beef exports to zero over 15 years since
entry into force). As a result of KAFTA, Australia obtained comparable terms as the
US elimination of the tariff over 15 phases (elimination of Korea’s 40 per cent tariff
by 1 January 2028).21 Moreover, the 22.5 per cent tariff on all Australian sheep meat
exports (AUD$18m in 2012-13) and goat meat (AUD$5m in 2012-13) will be
removed by 1 January 2023. Modelling22 predicts that Australian beef exports to the
Republic of Korea will double by 2030.

•

Dairy: as a result of KAFTA agreement, Australia’s total dairy product exports to the
Republic of Korea are predicted to be 210 per cent higher by 2030. Australia
received duty-free quotas for cheese (duty-free quota of 4,630 tonnes growing at 3
per cent per year, all cheese tariff will be eliminated within 20 years), butter (dutyfree quota of 113 tonnes, growing at 2 per cent per year; tariffs up to 89 per cent
will be removed over 15 years) and infant formula (duty-free quota of 470 tonnes,
growing at 3 per cent per year), comparable to the European quotas in its FTA with
the Republic of Korea (KOREU).

•

Wine: Chilean, US and EU wines currently enter Korea duty-free under their
respective FTAs. As a result of KAFTA, Republic of Korea (whose worth of Australia’s
export was over AUD$7 million in 2013-14) eliminated its 15 per cent tariff on wine
on KAFTA’s entry into force, allowing Australia’s wine to be more competitive.
According to the Centre for International Economics, beverage and tobacco exports
could be 48 per cent higher by 2030.

20

KAFTA measures each year of tariff operation from 2014: 2014 is year one of entry into force, 1
January 2015 is year two, 1 January 2016 is year three, 1 January 2017 is year four, and so on.
21
The Republic of Korea can apply a discretional agricultural safeguard on some beef products until
31 December 2027, only on volumes above the safeguard trigger level (which increases by 2 per cent
compound on 1 January every year), set at 157,676 tonnes in 2015.
22
CIE modelling cit.
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•

Cereals: elimination of the 1.8 per cent tariff on wheat (for which the Republic of
Korea is Australia’s 3rd largest destination) could lead to a 9 per cent higher
Australian export to the Republic of Korea, by 2030. Strong relationships already
exist between the Korean wheat flour millers and Australia’s bulk wheat handlers
and SMEs may well target openings in niche markets.23 10,200 tons of duty-free
quota were set on malt and malting barley (larger than the ones secured by the US
and the EU under their FTAs) in 2015, in addition to the existing WTO tariff rate
quotas (respectively 30,000 tonnes on malt and 40,000 on malting barley). South
Korean consumers are health conscious when it comes to food so this can increase
Australia’s profile in the speciality grains markets, e.g. lentils, oats, chickpeas, chia
seed and quinoa.24 The Centre for International Economics’ models predict also that
‘other cereal grains’ exports could be 91 per cent higher by 2030.

•

Sugar: The Republic of Korea is the 2nd largest export market for Australian sugar
(sugars, molasses and honey totalled AUD$312m in 2013-14). On entry into force it
enjoyed the elimination of Korea’s 3 per cent tariff on raw sugar, same as on
molasses by 1 January 2018, and the elimination of Korea’s 35 per cent tariff on
refined sugar by 1 January 2031. According to the Centre for International
Economics, South Korean imports of sugar from Australia could be 27 per cent
higher by 2030 as a result of KAFTA.

•

Horticulture: Australia’s production, subject to the southern hemisphere seasons, is
thus presented in the South Korean ‘off season’, mainly in this sector. Potatoes (for
chipping) entered duty-free at the entry into force of KAFTA (they were previously
subjected to tariffs of up to 304 per cent); oranges will receive a tariff elimination by
1 January 2020, and have already received the 50 per cent tariff reduced to 30 per
cent; table grapes’ tariff of 45 per cent has been reduced to 24 per cent, with full
elimination by 1 January 2018. During the Australian exporting season, these
products will access duty-free access or tariff elimination. Almonds, cherries and
dried grapes, enters duty free since KAFTA’s entry into force; macadamia nuts,
carrots and some fruit juices will have tariffs eliminated over five years; while
tomatoes, mangoes and summer fruit will enjoy tariff elimination within ten years.

•

Seafood: the Republic of Korea’s seafood imports are growing, but Australia is not a
main
importer
because
of
the
former’s
prohibitive
tariffs.
However, Australia’s largest seafood exports to Korea is frozen Southern Bluefin
Tuna (thunnus maccoyii) which in three annual phases will enjoy 10 per cent tariff
elimination (by 1 January 2016). Rock lobster tariffs of 20 per cent will also be
eliminated by 1 January 2016.

Energy, Mineral Resources and Manufacturing: Several Australian mineral and energy
exports to the Republic of Korea entered duty free before KAFTA, but tariffs applied up to 8
per cent on a range of priority resource products. On manufactured goods there were tariffs
of up to 13 per cent. With KAFTA, 88 per cent of Australia’s manufactures, resources and
energy exports enter duty free, and all remaining tariffs will be eliminated by 1 January
2023. Korea agreed to eliminate its tariffs on products like crude petroleum (Korea was

23
24

Australian Trade Commission, South Korea Grains Mission 2015.
Ibidem.
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Australia’s 2nd largest market for crude petroleum in 2012-13, even if in 2013-14 its exports
fell dramatically from AUD$1.5 billion to AUD$627m)25, natural gas (estimated exports worth
AUD$430m in 2013-14)26 and unwrought aluminium (Korea is Australia’s 2nd largest market
after Japan, with exports worth AUD$683m in 2013-14)27. Australia has the opportunity to
become more competitive in titanium dioxide exports (cut of 6.5 per cent tariff) in which it
has traditionally been the 2nd-largest market for Korea, but whose exports fell from AUD$44
million in 2011 to AUD$8 million in 2012-13 because of KORUS. On almost 90 per cent of
pharmaceutical and vitamin products, exporters will have tariffs of up to 8 per cent
eliminated by 1 January 2016. Australia exported AUD$591 million worth of pharmaceutical
products to the Republic of Korea in 2013-14, making it Australia’s largest market for
pharmaceuticals.
2.1.1.1.

Trade in goods exports - Advantages for South Australia under KAFTA28

In total, in FY2013-2014 South Australia’s trade exports in goods was worth AUD$12 billion,
a 4.5 per cent share of Australian trade. Over the last five years, South Australia’s annual
goods and service exports grew on average of 5.7 per cent.29
The Republic of Korea is South Australia’s 11th export market, totalling AUD$274 million in
2013-2014 (only 2.2% of South Australia’s export share, compared to 27.2% of China which
is at the 1st position and 5% of Japan at the 5th).30 In 2013-2014, the main South Australian
merchandise exports to the Republic of Korea were lead (AUD$57m), beef (fresh, chilled or
frozen, AUD$49m), liquefied propane and butane (AUD$40m), wool and other animal hair
(AUD$24m) and animal feed (AUD$21m). South Australia has a deficit of more than
AUD$200m in trade with the Republic of Korea, its 6th source of imports, as it imported
AUD$495m worth of merchandise (mainly passenger and motor vehicles AUD$137m,
vehicles parts and accessories AUD$130m, internal combustion piston engines AUD$21m,
electrical machinery and parts AUD$21m and copper ores and concentrates AUD$17m).
As the Republic of Korea is not among the biggest South Australian export markets, KAFTA
has been bringing benefits to South Australia’s trade (principally in the agricultural sector);
however its share is relatively smaller when compared to the rest of Australia. Indeed, the
major imports of the Republic of Korea from Australia are iron ore and concentrates and
coal (respectively worth AUD$6 billion and AUD$5.2 billion in 2013-14)31 where South
Australia is not a big producer if compared to other states like Western Australia (iron ore
and concentrates were worth AUD$6 billion and concentrates coal was in 2013-14) and
Queensland (whose coal exports to the Republic of Korea were worth AUD$2 billion).32
The South Australian sectors that can benefit the most from KAFTA, as mentioned, include
agriculture e.g. for hay, barley (where South Australia is one of the main producers), wool,
sheep meat (South Australia could take advantage of the cut in tariffs and try to increase the
South Korean demand for sheep meat), wine and seafood (namely the Adelaide hills and the

25

ABS catalogue 5368.0.
Ibidem.
27
Ibidem.
28
Based on DFAT STARS database and ABS catalogues 3101.0, 5220.0, 5368.0, 5368.0.55.033 and
6291.0.55.001.
29
DFAT (2015), Australia’s Trade by State and Territory 2013-14, p. 82.
30
Ibidem. See also Table 9 and Table 10.
31
ABS catalogue 5368.0; DFAT (2014), Composition of Trade Australia 2013-14, p. 113.
32
DFAT (2014), Composition of Trade cit., p. 106 and p. 64.
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Barossa region will respectively be able to take advantage of the tariff reduction on
horticulture and wine, competing on equal terms with the wines produced in Chile, the EU
and the US that are already enjoying benefits from their FTAs, as well as the Eyre region will
be able to increase its seafood exports in niche markets). Last but not least, the 3rd South
Korean imported good from Australia is beef, worth AUD$892m in 2013-14, which is also the
2nd export for South Australia to the Republic of Korea. Indeed, applying the same
proportional increases used in the modelling undertaken by the Centre for International
Economics for KAFTA’s implications in the whole Australia, South Australia could
hypothetically double its beef exports to the Republic of Korea by 2030.
In energy and minerals, there can be opportunities for South Australian companies not only
to sell their products but also to recruit semi-skilled workers for labour shortages and to
ensure investment and joint-ventures, for instance and on mining equipment and
technological innovations (automated driverless trucks, autonomous load haul dump,
drones, truck haulage systems and advanced metallurgical equipment). The mid-North and
the Flinders region will be able to increase in and gain from trade and investment in mining
but also in infrastructure. Moreover, as a result of the elimination of tariffs on forest
products, the South East forestry region may benefit from exports e.g. on paper, woodchips,
low grade logs, and South Korean investment in the forestry sector.
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Table 9 South Australia’s Top 10 Export Commodities
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

Republic of Korea 2013/14
Commodity description
Unwrought lead
Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons
Meat of bovine animals, frozen
Wool, not carded or combed
Swedes, mangolds, fodder roots, hay, lucerne (alfalfa), clover,
sainfoin, forage kale, lupins, vetches and similar forage
products, whether or not in the form of pellets
Meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled
Meat of sheep or goats, fresh, chilled or frozen
Ferrous waste and scrap; remelting scrap ingots of iron or
steel
Iron ores and concentrates, including roasted iron pyrites
Medicaments consisting of two or more constituents which
have been mixed together for therapeutic or prophylactic
uses, not put up in measured doses or in forms or packing for
retail sale
Total exports based on unpublished data

AUD$
56,597,820
39,758,880
35,106,488
23,644,430
20,533,401
13,715,099
10,518,196
9,571,573
7,677,149
6,765,839
273,982,249

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data (International Trade: Customised Report)

Table 10 South Australia’s Top 10 Import Commodities
Rank
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Republic of Korea 2013/14
Commodity description
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for
the transport of persons, including station wagons and racing
cars
Parts and accessories of motor vehicles
Combined confidential items
Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion
piston engines
Copper mattes; cement copper (precipitated copper)
Electrical lighting or signalling equipment, windscreen wipers,
defrosters and demisters, of a kind used for cycles or motor
vehicles
Seats, whether or not convertible into beds, and parts thereof
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods
Electric accumulators, including separators therefor, whether
or not rectangular (including square)
Machines and mechanical appliances having individual
functions, not specified or included elsewhere in this chapter
Total imports based on unpublished data

AUD$
137,452,499
130,413,467
36,373,745
20,926,545
16,593,850
12,952,652
9,282,011
6,860,565
6,226,532
5,587,801
495,197,950

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data (International Trade: Customised Report)
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2.1.2. Trade in services
Services: Before KAFTA there was a range of restrictions for Australian service suppliers like
cross-border supply and licensing requirements. Under KAFTA, the Republic of Korea permits
Australians to access sectors such as education, telecommunications, financial, taxation, film
and television production (the outcomes are comparable to those in the FTAs that the
Republic of Korea signed with the US and the EU). Mutual recognition of qualifications will
be improved (e.g. in education, where Australian service providers can access the South
Korean market in the sector of adult education; in health, for services provided by
pharmacists and radiographers; and in engineering as a result of closer collaboration
between Engineers Australia and the Korean Professional Engineers Association).
•

Legal services: Australian law firms can now advise on Australian and public
international law directly in the Republic of Korea, founding representative offices.
By 12 December 2016, they will be able to enter into cooperative agreements with
local firms and by 12 December 2019 they will be able to hire local lawyers to
establish joint ventures.

•

Accounting: Under KAFTA, Australian accountants can establish bureaus in Korea
and provide consultancy services on international and Australian accounting laws,
they will also be able to work and invest in Korean accounting firms by 12
December 2019.

•

Environmental services: Australia’s service providers enjoy access to the South
Korean environmental services market in sectors such as waste management, oil
remediation, groundwater purification waste water and air pollution treatment.

•

Telecommunications and financial services: providers will respectively be able to
own up to 100 per cent of the voting shares of facilities-based telecommunications
service providers in the Republic of Korea, by 12 December 2016 (now only 49 per
cent is allowed; the outcomes are par to the ones of the US in KORUS) and to supply
specified financial services on a ‘cross-border’ basis (counting insurance and
insurance-related services, investment counselling, portfolio management services
for investment funds).

2.1.2.1.

Trade in services exports - Advantages for South Australia under KAFTA

In total, in 2013-2014 South Australia’s trade export services was worth AUD$2.4 billion,33
that is a share of 4.1 per cent of Australian trade.
South Australia could make more effort in improving the tourist sector in the attraction of
South Korean tourists; in the education services sector the liberalisation in the adult
education market is unlikely to boost South Australia’s trade as it is more difficult for
vocational education and training providers (VET) to operate offshore than to attract South
Korean students in Adelaide.

33

BOP basis. DFAT (2015), Australia’s Trade by State and Territory 2013-14, p. 82 and Trade in
Services Australia 2013-14, p. 105. Based on ABS catalogue 5368.0.55.003/4.
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Source: DFAT publication Composition of Trade Australia 2013-14
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2.1.3. Investment
South Korea’s net inflows of investment in 2013 were worth AUD$3.7 billion (AUD$15 billion
stocks, AUD$1.9 billion of direct stocks, both totalling less than 1 per cent of Australia’s
share).34 Australia and the Republic of Korea agreed on reciprocal commitments like nondiscrimination (national and MFN treatment), minimum standard of treatment (consistent
with customary international law), prohibitions on requiring particular nationalities for
senior management and board of directors’ positions. The chapter’s measures are scheduled
on a ‘negative-list’ basis of NCM schedules.
The foreign investment screening threshold applied to South Korean investors is consistent
to the one that investors from the US and New Zealand are enjoying.
Investor-state dispute settlement mechanisms: an ISDS mechanism to protect foreign
investors is included in KAFTA. To succeed, an investor has to bring a claim that establishes
hosting government’s breach on an obligation or commitment under the investment
Chapter of KAFTA (safeguards apply in areas such as public health, intellectual property,
public welfare, culture, and the environment). Australia has other ISDS provisions also in the
FTAs it signed with Chile, Singapore, Thailand, and ASEAN-New Zealand.

KAFTA also covers: intellectual property (Australia’s innovators and creative industries’
protections in the Republic of Korea are similar to one they enjoy in Australia); government
procurement (Australia’s goods and services as well as suppliers can enjoy national
treatment above certain thresholds); electronic commerce (protection and harness of
electronic commerce, online customers, maintain best practice regulation on electronic
transmissions).
Global competitiveness at a glance:
The Republic of Korea is ranked 26th in the Global Competitiveness index. It lost ground in

2 of the 3 areas in which historically it has performed poorly: in the institutions pillar
(82nd, down eight places) and in the labour market efficiency (86th, down eight). The
development of Korean financial market rests at an average point (80th, up one) but the
country has a sound macroeconomic environment, being 7th worldwide and boasting
excellent infrastructure (14th). ROK has a solid capacity for innovation (17th) also
because of its high enrolment rates at all educational levels, its high degree of
technological adoption (25th) and relatively strong business sophistication (27th).
(World Economic Forum, the Global Competitiveness Report 2014–2015)

Investment - Advantages for South Australia under KAFTA
Investments are expected to increase in and to gain benefit from the mining and resources
sector (e.g. mid north and Flinders region), LNG, agriculture, forestry (e.g. in the Limestone
coast) and services industries. In turn, investments could improve the Republic of Korea’s
food and energy security.

34

DFAT, 2014, International Investment Australia 2013, tables: 18.2, 18.3, 18.7.
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2.2.Japan – Australia EPA (JAEPA)35
As noted, JAEPA entered into force on 15 January 2015. Japan is the 2nd two way trading
partner for Australian business and JAEPA is considered the most liberalising bilateral
agreement on trade that Japan has ever agreed. On full implementation of the agreement, a
preferential tariff treatment will be given to 97.5 per cent of the value of Australia’s exports
to Japan (preferential access or duty free, tariff reduction and quota arrangements).
2.2.1. Trade in goods
The Parties are progressively reducing and/or eliminating tariffs36 in accordance with their
Schedule of Tariff Commitments (Annex 1).37
Agriculture: Japan is Australia’s largest market for beef, cheese, animal feed and offal, not to
mention its high demand for sugar, seafood (especially Southern Bluefin Tuna) and
horticultural goods (especially asparagus). Broadly speaking, it is Australia’s 2nd largest
market in the agricultural sector, worth about AUD$4 billion in 2013- 14.38 Japanese tariffs
on agricultural imports were up to 219 per cent before JAEPA. Key outcomes currently
include39:
•

Beef: As occurred with the Republic of Korea, prior the discovery of the Bovine
Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) in the US in 2003, the North Americans were the
main providers of beef also for Japan. Australia took advantage of this situation (that
is Japanese BSE restrictions on imports) and it became the main beef supplier for
Japan (fresh, chilled and frozen beef exports’ worth totalling 1.4 billion in 2013-14).40
Nevertheless, Japan’s restrictions on beef imports from the US have gradually been
reduced, and North American exports are increasing. However, taking advantage of
JEAPA, Australia will enjoy the reduction of Japanese tariffs from 38.5 to 19.5 per
cent for frozen beef over 18 years, and to 23.5 per cent for fresh and chilled beef
over 15 years (6 and 8 per cent respectively were already cut since the entry into
force of JAEPA). Japan has normally the right to increase the tariffs to 50%, should
global beef imports exceed a volume limit, but Australia will be permanently exempt
from the mentioned Japanese safeguard.41 Access is enhanced also for offal and
preserved meat (12.8 to 50 per cent tariff reduced under a growing quota), and live
cattle (the tariff has been reduced by 20 per cent and will be renegotiated after five
years if a competitor obtains better conditions).

35

Based on: JAEPA and Annexes, DFAT factsheets, the Australian Treaty National Interest Analysis 7
and the attachment II Regulation Impact Statement 2014.
36
JAEPA measures each year of tariff operation from 1 April: 15 January 2015 is year one of entry into
force, 1 April 2015 is year two, 1 April 2016 is year three, 1 April 2017 is year four, and so on.
37
Article 2.20 provides a review clause for certain priority agriculture products such as wheat, sugar,
some dairy products and beef ‘in the fifth year of entry into force’ of JAEPA, ‘or a year on which the
Parties otherwise agree’. An automatic review will be triggered if Japan allows better treatment to
other countries’ goods (which secures Australia’s protection against competitors).
38
According to JAEPA’s DFAT factsheet on agriculture.
39
See Annex 1 Referred to in Chapter 2 (trade in goods) Schedules in Relation to Article 2.4
(Elimination or Reduction of Customs Duties).
40
DFAT (2014), Composition of Trade Australia 2013-14, p. 107, based on ABS catalogue 5368.0 and
unpublished ABS data.
41
Annex 1 includes discretionary safeguard mechanisms concerning beef exports.
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•

Dairy: Australia’s dairy exports to Japan (which in turn is Australia’s most important
dairy market) were worth AUD$421m in 2013-14. Cheese and curd itself totalled
AUD$343m. Products as casein, lactose, albumen and milk-based proteins are
enjoying a tariff elimination since the entry into force of JAEPA, while some cheeses
(as natural cheese for processing, which is Australia’s largest dairy export) obtained
duty free quotas and ice cream and frozen yogurt (under growing quotas) received
improved access. Japanese most sensitive products as fresh milk, milk powders,
butter and dairy spreads do not enjoy specific preferential access; however, milk
powders, butter and dairy spreads have access to Japan's WTO’s duty-free quotas
and their treatment will be reviewed should Japan provide better access to other
countries, and market access will be automatically reviewed after five years.

•

Grains and vegetable oils: Japan had a complicated WTO’s quota system for grains.
Australia secured an efficient process to enter the Japanese market for Australian
hard and Australian prime white wheat varieties, as well as for the bulk of barley and
malt (which already entered Japan duty-free), and the elimination of the ¥55/kg
tariff on out-of-quota wheat for feed (wheat’s exports to Japan, Australia’s 4th
largest market, were worth AUD$319m in 2013-14).42 As with grains, most oilseeds
already entered Japan duty-free even before the entry into force of JAEPA.
Nevertheless, some key vegetable oils did not enter duty-free, although their tariffs
will now eventually be eliminated over 10 years (e.g. ¥13.2/kg tariff on canola oil
and ¥8.5 tariff/kg on cottonseed oils). Since entry into force, tariffs have been
eliminated on coconut oil (4.5 per cent), palm kernel oil (4 per cent), palm oil (3.5)
and castor oil (4.5 per cent).

•

Sugar: Australian sugar, molasses and honey exports to Japan were worth
AUD$226m in 2013-14, making Japan the 3rd export market for Australia for sugar.43
Since the entry into force of JAEPA, there has been tariff elimination on the more
refined high polarity raw sugar (21.5¥/kg) and a reduction in the levy, meaning that
Australia has a preferential access into this market (and not only in low polarity
sugar).

•

Seafood: Australia’s fish exports to Japan were worth AUD$138m in 2013-14.44
Crustaceans, shellfish and some fish enjoyed tariff elimination since the entry into
force of JAEPA (shrimps, prawns, rock lobsters, abalone, oysters, crabs, yellowfin
tuna, toothfish, sea urchins and fish oils had tariffs up to 9.6 per cent), while
Southern Bluefin Tuna -Australia’s largest seafood export- will face a phased tariff
elimination over 10 years, starting in the third year since entry into force (to consent
an adjustment to the Japanese domestic fisheries industry after the 2011 tsunami);
the 3.5 per cent tariff on swordfish, marlin and salmon will be eliminated in 10 years
as well, starting from the sixth year.

•

Wine and beer: since the entry into force of JAEPA, containers over 150 litres of bulk
wine have been enjoying tariff elimination, bottled and sparkling wine and wine in
containers between 2 and 150 litres will face a tariff phase-out over seven years
(bottled wines face a 15 per cent tariff), as well as a zero tariff on beer.

42

DFAT (2014), Composition of Trade cit. p. 107.
Ibidem.
44
Ibidem.
43
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•

Horticulture: Australia’s production has an advantage in the Japanese ‘off season’,
because of being subject to the southern hemisphere seasons. In 2013-14, the
export of fruits and nuts from Australia to Japan were worth more than AUD$59m
and more than AUD$25m for vegetables.45 The majority of Australian horticulture
exports is enjoying tariff elimination, especially in the counter-seasonal production,
like citrus (elimination of in-season tariff 16 to 32 per cent tariffs within 10 years),
nuts (on entry into force, macadamia nuts –worth AUD$17.6m in 2013-14- almonds,
pecans and hazelnuts enjoyed the elimination of tariffs up to 12 per cent, while
walnuts and chestnuts will enjoy it within 5 and 10 years respectively), juices (worth
AUD$22.7m in 2013-14; tariffs from 5 to 29.8 per cent will be eliminated over 5 to
10 years on grape, grapefruit mixed vegetable and carrot juice), and other fruit
(tariffs up to 25 per cent will be gradually eliminated for cherries, mangoes, apples,
strawberries, stone fruit and table grapes over 10 years, and within 7 years for
canned pears and peaches). Asparagus (Australia’s largest vegetable export to Japan,
worth AUD$13.5m in 2013-14)46 is enjoying the elimination of 3 per cent tariff since
entry into force.

Energy, Mineral Resources and Manufacturing
Immediate elimination of tariffs has occurred for several items: on coke and semi coal (3.2
per cent tariff; exports were worth AUD$129m in 2013-14, and Australia is the 2nd largest
supplier for Japanese market), on non-crude petroleum oils (7.9 per cent tariff; exports were
worth nearly AUD$103m), aluminium hydroxide (3.3 per cent tariff, exports were worth
AUD$92m), titanium dioxide (3.2 per cent tariff; exports were worth over AUD$15m), and in
7 years for unwrought nickel (11.7 per cent or ¥44/kg tariff; export were worth AUD$145m)
and ferro-manganese (6.3 per cent tariff; exports were worth AUD$34m in 2013-14, and
Australia is the 2nd largest Japan’s supplier).47 Regarding manufactured products, Australian
goods enjoying tariff elimination are priority textile exports, woollen blankets and carpets
(enjoying also more liberal ROOs), wood products and forestry items (whose exports were
worth over AUD$490m in 2013-14), plastic products (tariffs were up to 6.5 per cent; exports
were worth around AUD$25m), paints and varnishes and sausage casings (tariffs were up to
4 per cent; exports were worth respectively AUD$6.6m and AUD$8.9m), pearl jewellery
(whose tariffs were 5.2 per cent; exports were worth AUD$6.5m); shaving creams,
deodorants and lanolin (tariffs up to 4.8 per cent; exports were worth AUD$5.1m). Products
like medical instruments and apparatus (AUD$75.9m), pharmaceuticals and vitamins (worth
around AUD$87.6m in 2013-14), automotive parts (AUD$59.6m), wood chips and paper
products (about AUD$500m) and sheep skin and cow hides (AUD$5.1m) are continuing to
enjoy duty free-access. Sensitive products to the Japanese markets like fur skin and leather
footwear has been excluded.

45

DFAT fact sheet on JAEPA’s agriculture and processes food.
Ibidem.
47
Concerning energy and mineral resources, annex 5 to JAEPA lists the goods to which chapter 8
refers.
46
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2.2.1.1. Trade in goods exports - Advantages for South Australia under JAEPA48
Comparing South Australia’s trade to Japan nationally, our gains are fairly modest. In fact,
Australia’s main exports to Japan in 2013-14 -that totalled AUD$49 billion- were mostly in
coal (AUD$13 billion), iron ores and concentrates (AUD$9 billion), beef (AUD$1.4 billion),
copper ores and concentrates (AUD$1.3 billion) and aluminium (AUD$1.1 billion).
Japan is South Australia’s 5th export market, after China, the US, India and Malaysia. South
Australia’s export to Japan represents 5 per cent of its total exports, worth AUD$617m in
2013-14 (Japan lost one position in South Australia’s top export destinations since the
previous year, specifically -1.1 per cent year-over-year change).
Besides confidential trade items, South Australia’s main export to Japan in 2013-14 were
frozen Southern Bluefin Tunas (worth AUD$106m), refined petroleum (AUD$65m), animal
feed (AUD$58m), oil-seeds and oleaginous fruit (AUD$52m), and iron ores and concentrates
(AUD$47m). Generally, South Australia’s trade with Japan is balanced, as imports were
worth AUD$954m in 2013-14 (mainly passenger motor vehicles, goods vehicles, rubber
tyres, tuber and pipes and refined petroleum).
Given South Australia’s high levels of trade with Japan in the agricultural and fisheries
sectors, they are likely to have the biggest positive impact in the state. As noted, it is
however small if compared to the rest of the country (apart from beef and copper ores,
South Australia is not a big supplier of the top export commodities to Japan). Under JAEPA
the 3.5 per cent tariff on Southern Bluefin Tuna will be eliminated starting from the third
year after the entry into force, so South Australia could presumably improve its export
volumes (especially in the Eyre region, whose main issue will probably be the capacity to
supply).
The benefits arising in South Australia’s Northern Region of -as it is mainly a mining region
that already has a long term relationship in trade with Japan- are going to occur in this
sector, where also labour migration for shortages and investments could arise. The Southern
Flinders Region and the York Region can take advantage especially of the cut of the tariff on
feed barley, the progressive elimination of tariffs on wine could be a significant benefit for
the Barossa Region (as noted, JAEPA gives competitive advantage over Chilean wines already
benefitting from an FTA with Japan), while the Adelaide Hills Region could be able to
increase production (there is potential for export of value added agricultural products,
corking and sealing wine. An investment opportunity could arise from the improvement of
the spoilage rate of wine).49 Moreover, the elimination of tariffs on beef could also increase
the quality in beef exports; the horticultural sector as well, as mentioned, will be able to
take advantage especially of the counter-season production and of high quality organic and
non-genetically modified goods.

48

Based on DFAT STARS database and ABS catalogues 5220.0, 5368.0, 5368.0.55.033, 6291.0.55.001
and unpublished data.
49
Institute for International Trade, University of Adelaide, 2008, Japan Free Trade Agreement and Its
Economic Implications for South Australia, p. 113.
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Table 11 South Australia’s Top 10 Export Commodities
Japan 2013/14
Rank
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Commodity description
Fish, frozen, excluding fish fillets and other fish meat
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, other
than crude; preparations not elsewhere specified or included,
containing by weight 70% or more of petroleum oils or of oils
obtained from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basic
constituents of the preparations; waste oils
Combined confidential items
Rape or colza seeds, whether or not broken
Iron ores and concentrates, including roasted iron pyrites
Swedes, mangolds, fodder roots, hay, lucerne (alfalfa), clover,
sainfoin, forage kale, lupins, vetches and similar forage products,
whether or not in the form of pellets
Meat of sheep or goats, fresh, chilled or frozen
Meat of bovine animals, frozen
Citrus fruit, fresh or dried
Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons
Total exports based on unpublished data

AUD$
106,340,543
65,148,496

59,652,741
52,053,405
46,803,713
45,549,340

33,610,733
31,375,966
24,714,527
24,683,090
618,330,339

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data (International Trade: Customised Report).

Table 12 South Australia’s Top 10 Import Commodities
Japan 2013/14
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Commodity description
AUD$
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the
284,352,457
transport of persons, including station wagons and racing cars
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods
48,962,886
New pneumatic tyres, of rubber
46,823,134
Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless, of iron (other than
29,229,208
cast iron) or steel
Combined confidential items
16,151,195
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, other
14,269,920
than crude; waste oils
Turbo-jets, turbo-propellers and other gas turbines
13,291,207
Self-propelled bulldozers, angledozers, graders, levellers, scrapers,
10,823,508
mechanical shovels, excavators, shovel loaders, tamping machines
and road rollers
Fork-lift trucks; other works trucks fitted with lifting or handling
10,511,619
equipment
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary
7,234,815
motor, with or without side-cars; side-cars
Total imports based on unpublished data
594,119,239

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data (International Trade: Customised Report).
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2.2.2. Trade in services
The provisions improve existing obligations on services in the WTO. Australia and Japan
listed their commitments on a sort of ‘negative basis list’: each sector which is not listed in
the NCM schedule is subject to liberalisation (MFN treatment or national treatment or
market access shall be guaranteed to service suppliers of the other party).
•

Legal services: Australian lawyers operating in Japan were restricted to practice
upon registration with the Japan Federation of Bar Association, while currently,
under JAEPA, Australian law firms are allowed to form Legal Professional
Corporations under Japanese law. Moreover, Australian lawyers will be able to enjoy
expedited registration procedures.

•

Education services: Before JAEPA, Japanese students could only apply for
scholarships to study at Australia’s universities, while now they can have access to
higher education providers listed on the Australian National Register of Higher
Education Providers by Australia’s Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency
(including vocational and technical education providers) and they can be entitled for
the Japan Student Services Organization’s scholarship (under the Japan’s Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology).

•

Telecommunications: under JAEPA, Japan went further than its WTO obligations: it
is not asking more than its existing requirements for notification of Australia
investments companies in this sector (referring to investments starting from 10 per
cent in listed companies); additionally, there are provisions regarding necessary
arrangements on interconnections to existing infrastructure, on access to key
services on facilities, number portability and dialling parity, submarine cable
systems, leased circuit and resale services.

•

Financial services: Cross-border access has been secured for Australian fund
managers offering advisory services on portfolio management and wholesale
investments (including access to the pension fund market) to the Japanese
institutional market.

2.2.2.1. Trade in services exports - Advantages for South Australia under JAEPA
The benefits in the services area are not going to be as great as in the agricultural and
mining services and resources sector. Mining service areas as engineering, construction,
environmental management, mine safety and site rehabilitation can attract and improve
foreign investment.
Tourism investment could rise in the Limestone Coast region, due to its proximity to the
Great Ocean Road in Victoria and the lack of an airline service in the area: Coonawarra and
Padthaway regions have potential for growth in this sector. The Adelaide Hills region can
also develop facilities for mixed leisure-business conferences, taking advantage to the
Japanese tendency for business-tourism.
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Source: DFAT publication Composition of Trade Australia 2013-14
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2.2.3. Investment
Japan was the third largest investor in Australia in 2013, with a total investment worth
almost AUD$131 billion (5.3 per cent of Australia’s share), AUD$6.6 billion of net inflows and
AUD$63 billion of direct stocks.50 This sector has a margin of improvement thanks also to the
raise of the screening threshold from AUD$248m to AUD$1,078m for Japanese investments
in non-sensitive sectors.51 The threshold is correspondent to that provided to investors from
New Zealand, the US, and the Republic of Korea and Chile. Correspondingly, Australian
investors in Japan too are treated no less favourably than Japanese investors. Australia has
reserved policy space on screening proposals for investments at lower levels, to ensure they
do not rise issues contrary to the national interest, in agricultural land (over AUD$15m
screen) and agribusiness (over AUD$53m) and for sensitive sectors as defence related
industries, telecommunications and media.
JAEPA is not including an investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) mechanism, nonetheless it
will able to be considered in future through a review clause.52
Investment - Advantages for South Australia under JAEPA
Focusing on South Australia, the tourism industry can be developed through investment, as
well as the above mentioned areas related to wine production and mining services.
Liberalisation could encourage Japanese investors and put them on a similar a level as the
Americans to invest in South Australian projects.

Competitiveness at a glance:
Japan reached the 6th position (up three places) in the Global Competitiveness Index and
continues to enjoy a wide competitive edge in several sectors: business sophistication (1st
for the sixth year consecutively), innovation (4th, up one position), R&D spending (2nd),
excellent availability of talent (3rd), world-class research institutions (7th) and high capacity
to innovate (7th). Japan has also the second-highest number of patent applications per
capita in the world. However Japan has to face several challenges: years of deflation, its
budget deficit around 10 percent of GDP in the last 5 years and its public debt at more than
240 percent of its GDP. Like Australia, another area of concern is the situation in the labour
market, especially the hardship of hiring and firing workers; moreover the participation of
women in the labour force which is one of the lowest among OECD members.
(World Economic Forum, the Global Competitiveness Report 2014–2015)
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DFAT, International Investment Australia 2013, tables 18.2, 18.3 and 18.7.
Considered by the Foreign Investment Review Board.
52
JAEPA, art. 14.19.
51
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2.3.China – Australia FTA (ChAFTA)
ChAFTA’s negotiations were concluded on 17 November 2014. Currently Australia and China
are taking the necessary steps towards bringing the FTA into force. This means that once the
countries will have completed legal review and translation of the agreement, it will be
signed53 (accordingly, legislation and regulations will be amended) and it will then enter into
force.54
Figure 7: China’s growth projections

Source: treasury projections (2012) in the Australia in the Asian century White paper.

53

According to the Australian treaty-making process, the FTA will be tabled in Australia’s Parliament
for 20 joint sitting days, accompanied by a National Interest Analysis. Then the Joint Standing
Committee on Treaties will conduct an inquiry and report back to Parliament.
54
30 days after an exchange of diplomatic notes certifying that the countries are both ready for the
FTA to enter into force, or otherwise agreed.
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2.3.1.

Trade in goods

Agriculture and processed food:
Australia’s major competitors in agriculture comprise the US, Canada and the EU, as well as
Chile, ASEAN and New Zealand which respectively have FTAs into force with China since
2006, 2010 and 2008. Accordingly, ChAFTA will be able to make Australia more competitive,
which can be a great outcome for the Australian economy as the Australian Bureau of
Resource Economics and Sciences predicted that Chinese markets will account for 43 per
cent of the global growth in agricultural demand to 2050.
China is the largest agriculture and fisheries market for Australia, (AUD$9 billion in 2013-14)
and, as mentioned in chapter 1, its demand for high-quality food and meat is increasing,
determined by the emergent middle class. According to the OECD, beef will be the fastestgrowing sector of import for Chinese markets.55
•

Beef: Australian beef exports increased more than 73 per cent in 2013-2014 to
China (up from 93,000 tonnes at AUD$408m to 161,000 tonnes at AUD$787m).
ChAFTA’s outcomes include the elimination of the current tariffs (12-25 per cent) on
beef imports in 9 years and on beef offal (12 per cent) in 4-7 years.56

•

Pork: in 4 years, tariffs of up to 20 per cent will be eliminated.

•

Sheep meat: In 2013-14, total Chinese imports reached a record 293,000 tonnes (up
from 198,000 tonnes in 2012-13). Despite New Zealand being traditionally China’s
largest supplier (moreover, New Zealand lamb indeed will be duty-free in 2016 as a
result of the NZCFTA), Australian exports to China in 2013-14 were worth
AUD$446m (114,000 tonnes, up 83 per cent on 2012-13 exports worth AUD$243m)
and China is Australia’s main sheep meat market, although its tariffs ranging from 12
to 23 per cent. As a result of ChAFTA, these tariffs will be eliminated in 8 years, as
well as the 18 per cent tariff on frozen sheep meat offal within 7 years.

•

Dairy: China is Australia’s largest market for dairy exports (more than AUD$443m in
2013-14) but Australian products have to compete with New Zealand, the EU and
the US. Currently, New Zealand’s dairy products receive considerable advantages
because of the NZCFTA, but goods as liquid milk, cheese, butter and all milk powders
are subject to strict safeguard measures. In contrast, under ChAFTA Australia’s dairy
products will receive unlimited preferential access but a discretionary safeguard on
whole milk powders. Key outcomes under ChAFTA within 9 years include the
elimination of the 15 per cent tariff on infant formula and of the 10 - 19 per cent
tariff on ice cream, lactose, casein and milk albumins within 4 years; the elimination
of the 15 per cent tariff on liquid milk and of the 10 to 15 per cent tariff on cheese,
butter and yogurt, and within 11 years the elimination of the 10 per cent tariff on
milk powders.

55

OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2014. Per capita meat consumed in the world: 2023 vs. base period
2011-13, p.175.
56
China has the right to apply a discretionary safeguard on beef if the imports exceed an annual
safeguard.
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•

Wool: Australia is China’s largest source of wool, with a 60 per cent market share
(China accounts for 71 per cent of Australia’s wool export) and already allow 1 per
cent tariff access on wool under a 287,000 tonnes quota (WTO tariff rate). China can
inflict a 38 per cent tariff outside this quota, but wool is important for domestic
manufacturing to the extent that China never imposed this tariff. Under ChAFTA,
Australia will enjoy the best outcome China has delivered under an FTA: it will
receive an additional exclusive Country Specific Quota of 30,000 tonnes clean wool
(around 43,000 tonnes greasy wool) which by 2024 will increase each year by 5 per
cent (almost 45,000 tonnes clean, around 64,300 tonnes greasy) which will enjoy
duty free access.

•

Wine: China’s wine import market is radically growing (over AUD$1.6 billion in 201314) but Australian wines compete with those from New Zealand and Chile because
of theirs FTAs with China (e.g. Chilean wine’s exports to China have increased 7-fold
since 2006, year of the entry into force of the Chile-China FTA). Nevertheless, China
is Australia’s 3rd-largest export market for wine (AUD$201m in 2013-14) and, as a
result of ChAFTA, the tariffs of 14 to 20 per cent on wine will be eliminated within 4
years.

•

Hides, skins and leather: After China, Australia’s next largest market on these goods
is Italy, nevertheless it counted for less than 10 times the Australian exports to China
(AUD$942m in 2013-14). Under ChAFTA, the 7 per cent tariff on sheep skins (worth
AUD$378m in 2013-14) will be eliminated over 4 years, the 5 to 8.4 per cent tariffs
on cow hides and skins (around AUD$388m) between 2 and 7 years, the tariffs on
kangaroo hides and skins and on kangaroo leather (respectively 9 and 14 per cent)
over 4 years.

•

Horticulture: Australia’s horticultural exports to China grew from AUD$10m in 201011 to AUD$66m in 2013-14. Under ChAFTA, Australia will enjoy the elimination of
the 10 to 25 per cent tariff on nuts (including macadamia nuts, almonds, walnuts,
pistachios) within 4 years, the 11 to 30 per cent tariff on citrus fruits (including
oranges, mandarins, lemons) within 8 years, the 10 to 30 per cent tariff on all other
fruits and the 10 to 13 per cent tariff on all fresh vegetables within 4 years.

•

Seafood: One result of the China – NZ FTA is that China’s imports of seafood from
New Zealand have quadrupled since the agreement was enforced (to AUD$356m).
Nevertheless, Australia’s seafood exports to China totalled AUD$37m in 2013-2014
and have further opportunities to grow, notably abalone (AUD$18.9m in 2013-14)
and rock lobster (AUD$4.6m) which belong to Australia’s premium food export
market. Under ChAFTA, Australia will enjoy the elimination of tariffs within 4 years
on: abalone (10-14 per cent), rock lobster (15 per cent tariff), Southern Bluefin Tuna,
salmon, trout and swordfish (12 per cent tariff), crabs, oysters, scallops and mussels
(14 per cent tariff) and prawns (up to 8 per cent tariffs).

•

Barley and other grains: In 2013-14, Australia’s barley exports to China were
worth more than AUD$1 billion and sorghum exports were worth AUD$214m.
Since entry into force, Australia will enjoy the elimination of the 3 per cent tariff
on barley, 2 per cent tariff on sorghum, oats, buckwheat, millet and quinoa.
Moreover, in 4 years the 10 per cent tariff on malt and wheat gluten, the 15 per
cent tariff on cotton seeds and tariffs of up to 7 per cent on pulses will be
removed.
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•

Live animals: the Chinese market is Australia’s 2nd largest (AUD$201m in 2013-14,
up more than five-fold from AUD$39m in 2008-09). More specifically, pure-bred
cattle were worth AUD$180m in 2013-14 (pure-bred breeding cattle already enter
duty free). Under ChAFTA, all tariffs on Australian live animal exports to China comprising the 10 per cent tariff on live cattle- will be eliminated within 4 years.

•

Processed foods: As mentioned in chapter 1, food consumption in China is changing
and the demand for processed food is growing. Under ChAFTA a series of products
will enjoy tariff elimination within 4 years, as fruit juices (tariffs of up to 30 per cent,
however orange juice’s 7.5 to 30 per cent tariff will be eliminated within 7 years),
pasta (15 per cent), chocolate (8 to 10 per cent), canned tomatoes, peaches, pears
and apricots (15 to 25 per cent), biscuits and cakes (15 to 20 per cent). Natural
honey and honey-related product tariffs (now respectively up to 15 and 25 per cent)
will be eliminated within 5 years.

Resources, Energy and Manufacturing
China is Australia’s biggest export market in these sectors. Australia’s exports to China in
2013-14 were worth more than AUD$90 billion (that is around 33 per cent of Australia’s
merchandise exports).
Once the agreement entered into force, 92.9 per cent of Australia’s exports of resources,
energy and manufacturing products57 will enter China duty-free; as seen with KAFTA and
JAEPA, some outcomes need to be implemented over a number of years: when ChAFTA
will be fully effective, duty-free access will be available for 99.9 per cent of Australia’s
current resources, energy and manufacturing exported goods.58
•

57
58

Resources and energy products: ChAFTA will provide locked-in zero tariffs on iron
ore, gold, crude petroleum oils, and liquefied natural gas (LNG). Since entry into
force, coking coal (metallurgical coal for steel making, which is Australia’s third
largest export to China, worth around AUD$5.8 billion in 2013-14) will enjoy the
elimination of the 3 per cent tariff, and non-coking coal (thermal/steam coal for
power generation, worth AUD$3.5 billion) will enjoy the elimination of the 6 per
cent tariff within 2 years. Since entry into force, unwrought refined copper and
alloys (for which Australia is China’s 3rd largest source, with exports worth around
AUD$2.5 billion) will enjoy the elimination of their 1 and 2 per cent tariffs. Other
tariffs that will be eliminated on the entry into force are the 8 per cent tariff on
aluminium oxide (alumina, Australia is China’s largest source of alumina, with
exports worth around AUD$1.4 billion); the 3 per cent tariff on nickel mattes and
oxides (AUD$597m); the 3 per cent tariff on unwrought zinc (China is Australia’s
largest market for unwrought zinc, worth over AUD$274m); 1.5 per cent tariff on
copper waste and scrap (worth AUD$250m); the 1.5 per cent tariff on aluminium
waste and scrap (China is Australia’s largest market for aluminium waste and scrap,
worth over AUD$187m); the 3 per cent tariff on unwrought nickel (worth
AUD$95m). Moreover, the 5 and 7 per cent tariffs on unwrought aluminium will be
removed within 4 years (worth AUD$233m); 6.5 tariffs on titanium white and 10 per
cent and titanium dioxide within 4 years (worth AUD$97m).

By value in 2013. DFAT, China-Australia Free Trade Agreement fact sheet.
Ibidem.
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•

Manufactured goods: China currently applies tariffs of up to 47 per cent on some
of Australia’s manufactured products as pharmaceuticals, mining machinery and
medical equipment. Nonetheless, Australia’s exports worth AUD$4.6 billion in
2013-14, and Chinese middle class is continuing to produce a great demand for
manufactured products. Moreover, China is Australia’s 2nd largest market for
pharmaceuticals, worth AUD$381 million in 2013-14. Under ChAFTA, the 3 to 10
per cent tariffs on pharmaceutical products (including vitamins and health
products) will be eliminated either on entry into force or phased out within 4
years. In relation to complementary medicines, trade will be assisted in
complementary and traditional Chinese medicines as there will be a closer
relationship among regulators, registration authorities, and relevant professional
bodies. Other key outcomes will include the elimination within 4 years of: the 10
per cent tariff on car engines (exports worth over AUD$100m); the tariffs ranging
from 6.5 per cent to 14 per cent on plastic products (China is Australia’s 2ndlargest market for plastic products, worth nearly AUD$100m); the 3 per cent and 8
per cent tariffs on precious stones (around AUD$50m); the 6 and 10 per cent
tariffs on aluminium plates and sheets (around AUD$32m); the 6.5 to 15 per cent
tariff on make-up and hair products (over AUD$18m); the 10 per cent tariff on
centrifuges (worth over AUD$9m) and the 21 per cent tariff on pearls (around
AUD$2m). Orthopaedic appliances (worth AUD$56m) will enjoy the elimination of
the 4 per cent tariff on entry into force. Other products like wood chips, radiata
pine products, some electrical and communications equipment and paper-related
products will receive a lock-in zero tariff. Sensitive products to China like
fertilisers, wood and paper products are excluded, however they accounted for
less than 0.1 per cent of Australia’s export to China in 2013-14.

2.3.1.1. Trade in goods exports - Advantages for South Australia under ChAFTA
China is South Australia’s largest and most significant two-way trading partner, making
nearly a third of its total exports (worth AUD$3.36 billion in 2013-14) and importing
AUD$1.47 billion worth of merchandise, that is a bilateral trade surplus with China of
almost AUD$2 billion.59 South Australia’s trade with China has grown by nearly 52% over
the last year (52.2 yoy per cent change). The links between these territories are deep and
long-lasting: South Australia and the Chinese Province of Shandong have had a sister-state
relationship since 1986 and in November 2013, Adelaide and Qingdao further developed
their 11 years friendly cities’ relationship into a ‘sister city’ relationship.
South Australia’s main exports to China in 2013-14 were iron ores and concentrates
(AUD$1.54 billion), refined copper (AUD$535m), bulk barley (AUD$398m), copper ores and

59

Imports from China comprise mainly inputs into further manufacturing that add additional value to
South Australia’s economy, including solar panels (AUD$53m), engine parts (AUD$31m), seats with
wooden frames (AUD$25m), auto parts (AUD$20m), electricity panels (AUD$19m), footwear
(AUD$18m), car radios (AUD$16m), herbicides (AUD$15m) and auto parts (AUD$14m). DFAT 2015,
Australia’s trade cit. p. 84; ABS customised data
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concentrates (AUD$184m), canola seeds (AUD$95m), red wine (AUD$93m), wheat
(AUD$475m), lamb (AUD$53m) and mutton (AUD$35m).60
Among the sectors that will benefit most from ChAFTA there is the agribusiness industry,
where wine is the most significant South Australian export. As noted for all Australia, wine
exporters have faced strong competition from Chile and New Zealand because of their FTAs
with China. Under ChAFTA the wines of South Australia will be able to bridge the
disadvantage from their competitors.
Like wine, the export of meat from South Australia to China, namely beef and lamb have
increased in recent years (South Australian meat has a high value also because they are not
genetically modified [GM]) but have been facing competition from countries having
preferential access in Chinese markets as New Zealand. Kangaroo meat cannot be exported
into China yet, but the Chinese government is considering consenting market access in the
future, which will offer a substantial opportunity to the South Australian company Macro
Meats who controls the majority of the market. Prices will be similar to those of Tibetan
yak, above the ones of beef. Macro Meats predicts kangaroo meat sales to China could
reach AUD$1.2 billion in the first 5 years of trade under the ChAFTA, providing an extra
200 jobs to help meet the demand.61
According to PIRSA62, some South Australian luxury food brands that are already investing
in China have shown much potential including Ferguson Australia seafood, Hilton Adelaide,
Beerenberg Family Farm (launching Kangaroo Island Ligurian honey), Bird In Hand winery,
and Haigh’s Chocolate.
Additionally, there is scope for growth for South Australia’s premium seafood industry, for
example in live lobsters, where again New Zealand is the major competitor (and Chile is a
competitor especially in the mid-range value of seafood products) and illegal trading issues
are also a menace for South Australia’s exporters. Moreover, South Australia’s citrus
exporters could improve market access, as well as grain producers, where Chinese flour
millers have shown interest (especially Bordertown, Keith and the Southern Mallee
areas).63

60

DFAT 2015, Australia’s trade cit. p. 84; ABS customised data.
Austin Nigel, 2013, Macro Meats kangaroo makes big leap to Chinese market, The Advertiser,
viewed 24 April 2015, <http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/macro-meats-kangaroo-makes-bigleap-to-chinese-market/story-e6frea6u-1226661491712>.
62
PIRSA news, January 2015.
63
Gago Gail (acting Minister for Agriculture, Food and Fisheries), 2014, Chinese Grain Mission to
South Australia, news release, 31 July 2014.
61
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Table 13 South Australia’s Top 10 Export Commodities
China 2013/14
Rank
1

Commodity description
Iron ores and concentrates, including roasted iron pyrites

AUD$
1,546,392,711

Refined copper and copper alloys, unwrought
537,764,480
Combined confidential items
398,380,962
Copper ores and concentrates
184,103,928
Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified wines; grape must
106,875,869
Meat of sheep or goats, fresh, chilled or frozen
98,779,551
Rape or colza seeds, whether or not broken
95,150,631
Wheat and meslin
78,823,208
Wool, not carded or combed
45,834,701
Meat of bovine animals, frozen
34,913,918
Total exports based on unpublished data
3,362,036,778
Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data (International Trade: Customised Report)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 14 South Australia’s Top 10 Import Commodities
China 2013/14
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Commodity description
Assembled solar arrays and solar cells
Combined confidential items
Parts for engines
Seats (excl. swivel seats with height adjustment and seats
that convert into beds), with wooden frames, upholstered
Parts & access. of the motor vehicles
Boards, panels and other for control or distribution of
electricity
Female footwear
Radio-broadcast receivers requiring an external power
source, of a kind used in motor vehicles
Herbicides, anti-sprouting products & plant-growth
regulators
Parts and accessories of motor vehicle bodies (incl. cabs)
of a kind used as components in passenger motor vehicles
(excl. safety seat belts)
Total imports based on unpublished data

AUD$
53,238,157
46,103,443
31,938,880
25,926,096
20,093,260
19,433,821
18,939,334
16,609,247
15,599,075
14,937,591

1,466,521,837

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data (International Trade: Customised Report)
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2.3.2. Trade in services
The Services sector surpassed the secondary industry as the largest contributor to China’s
GDP in 2013, showing the country’s economy as having tremendous transition. China is
Australia’s largest services market (worth AUD$7.5 billion in 2013-14, 13 per cent of
Australia’s services exports) and the two countries have agreed to gradually liberalise
measures affecting trade in services and improve mutual recognition of services
qualifications. Under ChAFTA, China has delivered some of its best services provisions in
an FTA, in:
•

Legal services: Australian law firms have access in China, however under ChAFTA
they will be able to establish commercial associations with Chinese law firms in the
Shanghai Free Trade Zone (SFTZ) providing Australian, Chinese and international
legal services, without any restrictions on the location of their clients.

•

Education services: China is Australia’s main education services export market
(AUD$4.1 billion in 2013-14). The majority of Chinese higher education students in
Australia (88 per cent in 2013) choose to study at institutions registered on the
official Australian Government website of the Commonwealth Register of
Institutions and Courses for Overseas Students (CRICOS), which already has 105
Australian institutions listed and offers fraud insurance to students. China agreed to
list 77 Australian private higher education institutions on the Ministry of Education
website within a year of entry into force of ChAFTA, and to discuss the listing of
other institutions in the following years. Education Ministers have also signed MOUs
to improve the recognition of qualifications and students and researchers’ mobility.

•

Tourism and travel-related services: in China, Australia’s services suppliers will be
able to manage Australian-owned hotels and restaurants, and travel agencies and
tour operators will be able to build Australian-owned divisions for tours in the
Chinese country.

•

Health and aged care services: Under ChAFTA, Australia’s medical service suppliers
will be able to found Australian-owned hospitals and commercial aged care
institutions in the Chinese country. This can significantly expand the private health
sector’s offering of medical services through North and East Asia and could play a
key role in trade in services as the Chinese population age (see chapter 1).

•

Construction, engineering and mining services: outcomes will include new market
access to Australia’s companies doing business in the SFTZ and commencing joint
construction projects with Shanghai’s counterparts, as well as freedom from
business scope restrictions. In coal bed methane and shale gas extraction,
Australia’s service suppliers will be allowed to provide technical consulting, field
services, services related to the exploitation of oil, gas, copper, iron, and manganese
resources (working together with Chinese partners) as well as services related to
mineral resources exploitation.

•

Manufacturing services: Australian-owned subsidiaries will be able to provide
contract manufacturing services on several manufactured goods (e.g. Australia’s
service suppliers consulting service related to coal bed methane, shale gas
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extraction, oils and gas exploitation, as well as iron, copper and manganese’s related
services).
•

Architecture, urban planning and transport services: Australia’s architectural and
urban planning firms based in China will be able to achieve further expansive
business licences to commence higher-value projects. Outcomes in the transport
sector include air and maritime transport services (e.g. respectively ground
handling, airport operation, specialty air services and allowance for Australia’s
maritime transport service suppliers to establish Australian-owned ship
management companies in the SFTZ).

•

Other services sectors: Chinese commitments allow Australia to provide services
(including the possibility of creating wholly Australian-owned subsidiaries in China)
in the following sectors: software implementation, R&D, services incidental to
manufacturing, telecommunications services, real estate, environmental services,
printing of packaging materials, translation and interpretation services.

•

Movement of natural persons: outcomes relate to the reduction of barriers to
labour mobility and improvement of temporary entry access. A MoU consistent with
Australia’s 457 visa system will provide more flexibility to Chinese-owned companies
registered in Australia for infrastructure projects beyond AUD$150m. This will help
them to face labour market challenges and will be achieved on a case-by-case basis
(similar to the Enterprise Migration Agreements). Moreover, a parallel Work and
Holiday Arrangement (WHA) will grant up to 5,000 Chinese per year to come to
Australia and will consequently be a chance both for the development of rural
territories and tourism.

•

Financial and banking services: key service outcomes will include: banking (e.g. the
reduction of the waiting period from 3 to 1 year for Australian banks to engage in
Chinese local currency (RMB) business; the removal of the 2-year profit-making
precondition requirement to the provision of local currency services, and of the
minimum RMB100m working capital requirement for Australia’s bank branches
operating in China – that will also be able to participate in credit asset
securitisation businesses under the China’s Financial Institution Credit Asset
Securitization Pilot Program–; moreover, the central banks of the two countries
have signed a MoU to enable the establishment of an official renminbi (RMB)
clearing bank, based in Sydney, for cross-border RMB transactions), insurance
(Australian insurance providers will be able to access China’s lucrative statutory
third-party liability motor vehicle insurance market without any form of
establishment or equity restrictions. Moreover, Australian insurers in China will be
offered an improved treatment on the establishment of internal branches in the
country. This is the first time that China will allow broad concessions in this sector in
an FTA), funds management (Australian firms providing securities brokerage and
advisory services will be able to offer cross-border services to Chinese Qualified
Domestic Institutional Investors), securities and futures (establishment of joint
ventures with an Australian ownership up to 49 per cent). Under ChAFTA, Australia
will also benefit from a RMB quota under the Chinese RMB Qualified Foreign
Institutional Investor program that will allow RMB offshore investments in Chinese
onshore financial instruments. According to international taxation standards,
Australia and China have also agreed to review bilateral taxation arrangements
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(double taxation), as well as preventing tax evasion, in order to improve trade and
investment conditions following implementation of the FTA.

Source: DFAT publication Composition of Trade Australia 2013-14
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2.3.2.1. Trade in services exports - Advantages for South Australia under ChAFTA
As for the whole country, South Australia will be able to take advantage of the liberalisations
arising from ChAFTA. South Australia’s exporters of higher education and tourism services
are expected to benefit from the closer economic and political relationship with China. As
with the other FTAs, South Australia should attract investments in service related fields also
taking advantage of the relationships that other institutions are enhancing within the
country. For instance, on 17 November 2014 New South Wales signed a MoU with China
between the Beijing University of Chinese Medicine (BUCM) and the University of Western
Sydney (UWS), where the National Institute of Complementary Medicine (NICM) is based.
Together they will conduct laboratory-based research and clinical trials essential to the
validation and translation of Chinese medicines into an Australian-first integrated clinical
service healthcare system in Sydney. Indeed, Australia has a unique advantage in being the
only Western nation with a unified national registration of Chinese medicine practitioners,
accordingly South Australia could think about investments in this sector. The agreement can
give Australia the opportunity to investigate and take advantage of the global traditional
Chinese medicine market (AUD$170 billion).64 Building relationships like the BUCM-UWS’
creates benefits in several areas: better patient outcomes, R&D developments, education
and health services, and competitiveness.
2.3.3. Investment
Total Chinese investments in 2013 reached AUD$31.9 billion (up 41.2 per cent), with net
investment inflows worth AUD$8.8 billion and direct stocks of investment in Australia worth
AUD$20.8 billion.65 Still, this was only substantial 1.3 per cent of total foreign investment in
Australia, which means that the sector can still grow. The screening threshold at which
private Chinese investments in non-sensitive sectors are considered by the Foreign
Investment Review Board (FIRB) will rise from AUD$252m to AUD$1,094m, and proposals
can be screened also in agribusiness for investments in agricultural land over AUD$15m and
in agribusiness of over AUD$53m (this does not apply in sensitive sectors as media,
telecommunications and defence, nor to investments by Chinese state-owned enterprises).
In turn, the main sectors of Australia’s FDI in China were banking and wealth management
(in 2013, Australian FDI in China totalled AUD$29.6 billion).
Investor-state dispute settlement mechanisms: as for KAFTA, there will be an ISDS
mechanism to protect foreign investors. To succeed, an investor has to bring a claim that
establishes hosting government’s breach on an obligation or commitment under the
investment Chapter of ChAFTA, without threatening areas such as safety, public health and
the environment. ISDS provisions already also exist in Australia’s FTAs with Chile, Singapore,
Thailand, ASEAN-New Zealand, and the above-mentioned FTA with the Republic of Korea.
Investment - Advantages for South Australia under ChAFTA
As for Australia, the investment sector will benefit from low foreign investment screening
procedures, regimes’ transparency and investors’ highest confidence arising from the ISDS
mechanism. The liberalisations occurring from ChAFTA’s provisions on investment are

64

Pyne Christopher Hon. MP, Department of Training and Education of Australia, 2014, Agreement
signed between University of Western Sydney and Beijing University of Chinese Medicine, media
release, 19 November 2014.
65
DFAT, 2014, International Investment Australia 2013, tables: 18.2, 18.3, 18.7.
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supposed to continue boosting the already important Chinese investments in sectors as
mining and mineral processing, manufacturing and wool processing, property and
agricultural sectors. As China has a tremendous demand for energy and is trying to
diversify its supply, it will invest in energy and mineral industries to reach energy security
and expand its foreign presence. In turn this will increase capital stock and productivity as
well as new FDI in the country.

Competitiveness at a glance
China is ranked 28th in the Global Competitiveness Index, and it continues to lead the BRICS economies by
an extensive margin and it is becoming more innovative (32nd), even if it still requires progress to become
an innovation powerhouse. China made gains in some pillars such as higher education and training (65th,
up five), business sophistication (43rd, up two), functioning of the market (56th, up five) and technological
readiness (83rd, up two). Some challenges include: the financial sector (54th), the vulnerability of the
banking industry, the difficult access to loans for SMEs, corruption, security concerns, low levels of
accountability, lack of transparency (43rd) and the assessment of the country’s governance structures
(47th). From a positive perspective, Government efficiency is improving (now 31st), the macroeconomic
situation remains favourable (10th), inflation is below 3 percent, public debt-to-GDP ratio is one of the
lowest (22.4 percent) and the investment in infrastructure improved Chinese transport and connectivity
(21st). China's aim is now to create high value jobs that can sustain its population's higher standards of
living. (World Economic Forum, the Global Competitiveness Report 2014–2015)
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3. A FOCUS ON SOUTH AUSTRALIA
3.1.

South Australia’s economic priorities

South Australia is committed in an internationalisation process involving its trade in goods
and services, attraction of global best practices and improvement of international
relationships. The South Australian government has developed as part of its economic
development strategy a number of ‘economic priorities’, aimed at improving local
innovation, competitiveness, R&D, to attract high-value industries and SMEs, and to
strengthen networks between government, industry and research and educational
institutions.
The State’s top 10 economic priorities66 that aim to shape the future of South Australia are:
1. ‘Unlocking the full potential of South Australia’s resources, energy and renewable
assets.’ South Australia’s objectives by 2017 include:
• ‘Increase the value of mineral and energy resources production (from AUD$7
billion 2013 baseline to AUD$10 billion per annum), the private investment in
mineral and energy resources exploration expenditure (from AUD$648m in
2013/14 to AUD$1 billion per annum) and the cumulative investment in
exploration and appraisal to AUD$430 million within the South Australian
Cooper-Eromanga basins’.
• ‘Expand investment in renewable energy to be on track to increase the
proportion of electricity generated from renewable sources from 39 per cent in
2013-14 to 50 per cent in 2025 and create a substantial and sustainable
bioenergy industry’.
2. ‘Premium food and wine produced in our clean environment and exported to the
world’, South Australia plans to increase its international exports in this sector from
the current AUD$2.8 billion to AUD$3.2 billion in 2016-17.
3. ‘A globally recognised leader in health research, ageing and related services and
products.’ Key initiative includes the development of the South Australian Health
and Biomedical Precinct as the cornerstone of South Australia’s health economy, and
• ‘Increase South Australia’s share of total National Health and Medical Research
Council funding by 20%, (from 7.5% in 2013 to 9% in 2017)’
• ‘Increase South Australia’s share of foreign investment in healthcare and
biomedical projects (from 3% to 5%) and the South Australia’s share of the
AUD$1 billion national market for clinical trials (from AUD$70 million in 2013 to
AUD$90 million in 2017)’
• ‘Establish a telehealth services industry with remote monitoring and mobile
monitoring, create new products and services, promote business-to-business or
business-to-research partnering, establishing expertise in active ageing.’
4. ‘The Knowledge State – attracting a diverse student body and commercialising our
research’; Objectives include a plan to increase the number of science, technology,
engineering and maths students each year (from 11,200 in 2013 to 13,100 by 2017),
the cumulative industry funding to the publicly-funded research sector (from

66

Government of South Australia, 2014, Economic Priorities.
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AUD$270m in 2012 to AUD$570 million by 2017) and the number of international
students (from 28,300 in 2013 to 34,400 in 2017).
5. ‘South Australia – a growing destination choice for international and domestic
travellers’. The key objective here is to increase the value of our tourism sector from
AUD$5.2 billion to AUD$6.3 billion per annum by June 2017, towards the 2020
target of AUD$8.0 billion).
6. ‘Growth through innovation’; South Australia plans to generate the level of business
expenditure on research and development growth from AUD$1.06 billion in 2011-12
to at least AUD$1.5 billion in 2017. Establish Tonsley, a high-value industry,
education and residential precinct, as a globally connected innovation and advanced
manufacturing hub allowing businesses to innovate. Moreover, in response to a
transition in its economy which trimmed automotive manufacturing, it proposes to
create AUD$400 million of new sophisticated manufacturing export products.
7. ‘South Australia – the best place to do business’ using the Office of the Coordinator
General to remove the barriers to major projects and to create simpler regulation
that supports innovation, new investment and the creation of jobs. Key sectors are
aligned with Asia’s emerging challenges, like food manufacturing, health and
biomedical industries.
8. ‘Adelaide, the heart of the vibrant state’ opening Adelaide to business and start-up
opportunities, by assisting an extra 30 new SMEs by 2017.
9. ‘Promoting South Australia’s international connections and engagement’ through
the increase in the number of state government skilled migration nominations and
the number of business migrant nominations (respectively from 2226 in 2013-14 to
at least 2400 per annum in 2016-17 and from 130 in 2013-14 to at least 250 per
annum in 2016-17) and through the strengthening of the relations with Asia,
especially with China, that can lead to a trade and investment increase.
10. ‘South Australia’s small businesses have access to capital and global markets’. A key
objective proposed in 2015 will allocate AUD$50m in bank lending to SMEs.
These strategies are consistent with the opportunities that can arise from North
Asia’s FTAs, in fact China was South Australia’s major export partner in FY2013-2014,
Japan and Republic of Korea also belong to the top 12 (see Table 17). Moreover,
South Australia’s first exported service is education-related travel (see also Annex I),
while its top exports in goods include food and minerals, directly linking in with
North Asia’s demands (see Table 15 and Table 16).
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Table 15 - South Australia's goods67 trade 2013-14:
EXPORTS
Merchandise trade
Iron ores and concentrates
Wheat
Copper
Alcoholic beverages
Copper ores and concentrates
Meat (excl. beef)
Passenger motor vehicles
Lead
Beef
Oil-seeds and oleaginous fruits,
soft

IMPORTS
AUD$m
1.596
1.370
1.171
1.154
830
656
435
400
304
298

Merchandise trade
Refined petroleum
Passenger motor vehicles
Vehicle parts and accessories
Goods vehicles
Power generating machinery and
parts
Measuring and analysing
instruments
Alcoholic beverages
Iron, steel, aluminium structures
Fertilisers (excl. crude)
Furniture, mattresses and
cushions

AUD$m
902
643
420
282
257
235
234
201
197
174

Table 16 - South Australia's major services trade 2013-14:
IMPORTS

EXPORTS
Service
Education-related travel
Personal travel excl. education
Business travel

AUD$m
972
600
156

Service
Personal travel excl. education
Freight transport
Technical and other business

AUD$m
1.229
407
261

Based on DFAT STARS database and ABS catalogues 3101.0, 5220.0, 5368.0, 5368.0.55.003 and 6291.0.55.001.

67

Produced in Australia.
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South Australia’s Trade: import and export destinations
Table 17 South Australia’s Top Twenty Export Destinations 2013/14
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Country
China
United States of America
India
Malaysia
Japan
New Zealand
United Kingdom
Indonesia
Viet Nam
Hong Kong (SAR of China)
Republic of Korea
Canada
Saudi Arabia
Thailand
Switzerland
Iraq
Singapore
Egypt
Taiwan
United Arab Emirates

Total Exports AUD$
3,362,036,778
1,357,659,416
707,838,120
673,214,032

618,330,339
472,295,225
467,526,368
432,663,321
396,663,078
285,834,915

273,982,249
270,701,838
244,870,204
198,390,459
187,231,908
159,750,252
140,881,128
127,008,504
116,213,984
113,437,765

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics data (International Trade: Customised Report).

Table 18 South Australia’s Top Twenty Import Destinations 2013/14
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Country
China
United States of America
Singapore

Japan
Thailand
Republic of Korea
Germany
Spain
Denmark
United Kingdom
France
Mexico
New Zealand
Italy
Malaysia
Taiwan
India
Indonesia
Canada
Viet Nam

Total Imports AUD$
1,466,521,837
954,399,418
948,119,824
594,119,239
559,584,827
495,197,950
297,744,601
256,764,734
248,471,203
213,970,804
213,521,543
177,344,481
170,089,840
163,764,900
156,386,333
119,787,875
101,470,768
96,530,913
84,391,882
68,375,524
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3.2.

Opportunities flowing from FTAs

As noted, among the key challenges of the next few decades in trade, there will be a
demand in food, health care services linked to an ageing population –especially considering
the Asian boom and the increasing demands of the Chinese middle class.
The response to these challenges can be through enhancing investments, collaborations and
competitiveness. As the benefits of FTAs do not automatically apply after an agreement
comes into force: as noted, FTAs do not mean that Australia and South Australia will
immediately be able to take advantage of mass market opportunities. On the contrary, FTAs
mean a commencement of a more efficient relationship in trade, through its liberalisation,
that has the potential to bring sustainable economic growth. The following table (Table 19)
provides a synthetic overview of the main sectors (especially food and beverage) where
South Australia’s opportunities could arise from FTAs in the trade relationship with the
Republic of Korea, Japan and China.
The greatest potential through FTA’s cannot come without investment in new technologies,
improvement in expertise and creating new collaborations. On this note, the fact that
Australia and South Australia have targeted the Asian markets because of its geopolitical
links with the region does not mean that Australia and South Australia are disregarding the
rest of the world. On the contrary: the expertise that Australian and South Australian goods
and services may need to be more competitive could come from the North Atlantic region,
particularly the US, Canada and the EU.
Even if the EU, the North Atlantic region and Australia cannot compete with the low-cost of
labour of countries like China, they still have considerable means to develop high quality
technologies and products for niche markets, R&D and cutting edge technology.
Among the benefits that can arise from the liberalisations in FTAs, in the sectors of trade in
goods and services a couple of areas could respectively be considered essential:

•
•

Agribusiness
Health services

Education is a very important service for South Australia’s trade in services (see annex I), and
it is already a well-established and mature sector
Also the mining and energy sector will be among the most important areas of liberalisation
for Australia and South Australia’s trade with North Asia; nonetheless the know-how is
mostly managed by multinational companies that can take advantage of the best
technologies world-wide.
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Table 19 FTAs – Advantages for South Australia

FTA

Sector
Food and Beverage

KAFTA

Outcomes
beef
lamb and
goat meat
pork
dairy
wine
seafood
grains
horticulture

Energy and
Manufacturing
Services
Food and Beverage

education
beef
dairy
seafood
wine and
beer
grain
horticulture

JAEPA

Energy and
Manufacturing
Services
Food and Beverage

beef
sheep meat
dairy

wine
horticulture
ChAFTA
seafood
grain
Energy and
Manufacturing
Services

education,
health

40% tariff elimination by 1 January 2028.
Gradual 22.5% tariff elimination by 1 January 2026.
22.5 to 25% tariff will be eliminated progressively by 2018 and 2028.
36% tariff on cheese will be eliminated progressively by 1 January 2026, 89% tariff on butter eliminated by 1 January 2033.
15 % tariff eliminated since entry into force.
10% tariff on Southern Bluefin Tuna will be eliminated by 2016, 205% tariff on Rock Lobster will be eliminated by 1 January 2016.
269% out-of-quota tariff elimination on malt and 513% out-of-quota tariff elimination on malting barley by 1 January 2028.
Duty-free at the entry into force for potatoes for chipping; oranges will receive a tariff elimination by 1 January 2012, and have
already received the 50% tariff reduced to 30%; table grape tariffs of 45% have been reduced to 24 per cent, with full elimination
by 1 January 2018.
Almost 90% of the resources, energy and manufacturing exports already enter duty free, and all remaining tariffs will be
eliminated by 1 January 2023 (3% on LNG, 6.5% on titanium dioxide, 1 to 3% on unwrought aluminium). Since entry into force,
tariffs (up to 8%) on almost 90% of Australian pharmaceuticals products have been eliminated.
The most interesting sector for South Australia is education, where the Republic of Korea has allowed liberalising the adult
education market, through the establishment of certain types of Australian institutions in the Republic of Korea.
Reduction of tariffs from 38.5% to 19.5% for frozen beef over 18 years, reduction to 23.5% for fresh and chilled beef over 15 years
(6 and 8% respectively have already been cut since the entry into force).
Complete tariff elimination for casein, lactose, albumen and milk-based proteins since entry into force.
Tariff elimination for Southern Bluefin Tuna will phase over a 10 year period, starting on the 3rd year since entry into force; 3.5%
tariff on swordfish, marlin and salmon will also be eliminated over a 10 year period, starting from the 6th year.
Containers over 150 litres of bulk wine have been enjoying tariff elimination. Bottled and sparkling wine and wine in containers
between 2 and 150 litres will eliminate tariffs through a phase-out period of seven years (bottled wines face a 15% tariff), and
there will be zero tariffs on beer.
Elimination of ¥55/kg tariff on out-of-quota wheat for feed, more efficient export process (already duty-free under Japan's WTO
quota system) for certain wheat varieties, barley and malt.
Elimination of tariffs on:
• nuts (since entry into force, tariffs up to 12% on macadamia nuts, almonds, pecans and hazelnuts);
• walnuts and chestnuts (within 5 and 10 years);
• citrus (in-season tariff from 16 to 32% eliminated within 10 years);
• juices (tariffs from 5 to 29.8% over 5 to 10 years on grape, grapefruit mixed vegetable and carrot juice);
• other fruit (tariffs up to 25% gradually eliminated for cherries, mangoes, apples, strawberries, stone fruit and table
grapes over 10 years, and within 7 years for canned pears and peaches);
• Asparagus (3% tariff, since entry into force).
Elimination since entry into force of tariffs on: coke and semi coal (3.2 %), non-crude petroleum oils (7.9 %), aluminium hydroxide
(3.3%), titanium dioxide (3.2%); in 7 years of tariffs on unwrought nickel (11.7% or ¥44/kg) and ferro-manganese (6.3%). Tariff
elimination and more liberal ROOs on priority textile exports, woollen blankets and carpets.
Market access for Australian adult education providers, improvement of the existing obligations on services in the WTO, enhanced
transparency for service suppliers.
Elimination of the current tariffs (12-25 per cent) on beef imports in 9 years and on beef offal (12 per cent) in 4-7 years.
12% to 23% tariffs will be eliminated in 8 years, 18% tariff on frozen sheep meat offal will be eliminated within 7 years.
Australia’s dairy products will receive unlimited preferential access but a discretionary safeguard on whole milk powders. Key
outcomes under ChAFTA include the elimination of:
• 15 per cent tariff on infant formula within 9 years;
• 10 - 19% per cent tariff on ice cream, lactose, casein and milk albumins within 4 years;
• 15% tariff on liquid milk;
• 10 - 15% tariff on cheese, butter and yogurt;
• 10% tariff on milk powders over 11 years.
Tariffs of 14 to 20% on wine will be eliminated within 4 years.
• 10-25% tariff elimination on nuts (including macadamia nuts, almonds, walnuts, pistachios) within 4 years;
• 11-30% tariff on citrus fruits (including oranges, mandarins, lemons) within 8 years;
• 10-30% tariff on all other fruits and the 10 to 13% tariff on all fresh vegetables within 4 years.
Elimination of tariffs within 4 years on: abalone (10-14%), rock lobster (15%), Southern Bluefin Tuna, salmon, trout and swordfish
(12%), crabs, oysters, scallops and mussels (14%) and prawns (up to 8%).
Since entry into force: elimination of the 3% tariff on barley, 2% tariff on sorghum, oats, buckwheat, millet and quinoa. 10% tariff
on malt and wheat gluten, 15% tariff on cotton seeds and tariffs of up to 7% on pulses will be removed in 4 years.
Zero tariffs on iron ore, gold, crude petroleum oils, and liquefied natural gas (LNG). Elimination of the 3% tariff on coking coal since
entry into force, and 6% tariff on non-coking eliminated within 2 years. Unwrought refined copper and alloys will enjoy the
elimination of their 1 and 2% tariffs since entry into force. In 4 years, elimination of 3 to 10% tariffs on pharmaceutical products.
China agreed to list 77 Australian private higher education institutions on the Ministry of Education website within a year of entry
into force. China made its first-ever commitment permitting to build wholly Australian-owned hospitals and private aged care
institutions in China, that can also make the health sector profitable in other Asian countries.
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3.2.1.

Agribusiness

North Asia has seen a boost in the demand for food and beverages, due to factors such as
population growth, the urbanisation process and the emerging Chinese middle class.
Additionally, the young North Asian students that come to Australia for scholastic purposes
are not only boosting the educational service sector but also agribusiness, they acquire
Australian consumption habits and bring these back to their home countries (particularly in
respect to Australian wine and beer).
This offers an opportunity to invest in agribusinesses to retail products to suit North Asia’s
local taste and perceptions with objective to boost both productivity and research. Some
examples can be through food technologies to extend shelf life products, food processing
and packaging (e.g. also on the prevention of chemical migration from packaging to food,
cost effective production system, food safety and hygiene), and they could be applied to
Australian and South Australian premium food and beverages (e.g. wines, milk) exported to
North Asia.
Food processing is a multi-disciplinary activity that involves Physics, Chemistry and Biology,
combined with enabling technologies such as Biotechnology, Nanotechnology, ICT.
Emerging research areas from food processing experiences are:
• Sustainability;
• Innovation in ingredients and packaging;
• Food safety.
In relation to fresh products, challenges include the extension of shelf life, where packaging
is improved to extend time between production and commercialisation of food. The
techniques include: active intelligence and packaging and optimizing barriers.68
The above mentioned expertise in biotechnologies, nanotechnologies and ICT can be
particularly found in the EU and North America. For instance, the European Commission’s
program Horizon 2020 (2014-2020) includes food processing within Food security,
sustainable agriculture and forestry, marine and maritime resources, and the Bio-economy
research (total budget for 2014-2020: €4,152m). Research includes stages from food design
to waste reduction, packaging, and by-product valorisation, traceability, logistics and
services, socio-economic factors, and the limitation of negative impacts on the environment
and climate change. Food processing includes fermented food and tailored process
technologies to develop food functionality, quality and nutritional value, development and
demonstration of high-tech, eco-efficient processing and packaging systems, smart control
applications and more efficient use and management of by-products, waste, water and
energy. Also within the previous program (FP7) in 2013 the European Commission funded
research in this field, and it created the Network of Excellence ‘HighTech Europe’ whose
main achievement has been a portal (Food Tech Innovation Portal, TIP) that showed the
latest technologies, profiles of institutions and companies in food processing. Part of this
networking includes:
•

68

German Fraunhofer IVV (whose business units cover Food Processes and Products,
Compliance of Packaging Materials, and Processing and Packaging Machinery),

New Food Technologies to Extend Shelf Life for Fresh Products, 2014, DPC internal report.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Verein zur Förderung des Technologietransfers an der Hochschule Bremerhaven,
TTZ, (which has a Bioprocess Engineering and Food Technology Department and a
Molecular Genetics Division), the Centre for innovative process engineering Centiv
GmbH (CENTIV) and German foundation Deutsche Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft e.V.
(DLG) and the centre founded by public private partnership, Zenit Zentrum für
Innovation und Technik (ZENIT), owned by the German State of North RhineWestphalia, a consortium of banks and an association of almost 200 enterprises (it
provides services for SMEs, universities and research institutions);
Dutch Pervatech BV (PTECH), a private company whose membranes can be used to
concentrate aromas or to purify solvents in the food industries, and Wageningen UR
food and research centre (a collaboration between Wageningen University and the
DLO foundation, which apply research for sustainable innovations in food and fresh
food chains, and biobased goods);
Swedish Institute for Food and Biotechnology (an industrial research institute within
the SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden, whose current areas of research
include the environmental impact of food production and consumption and the
improvement of Life-cycle assessment [LCA] methodology to food in areas as
fishery, land use changes and pesticide use/toxicity) and SIK-Institutet för Livsmedel
och Bioteknik AB (SIK, who is part of the SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden
since January 2015, aiming to create an organisation with integrated expertise
within the food sector);
French Agropolis International (part of the ‘European Network for integrating novel
technologies for food processing’ and the ‘European network of clusters in agrobiotechnologies’), the National research institute of agronomies research Institut
National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA), and Q@LI-MEDITERRANEE Systèmes
Alimentaires et Qualité de Vie en Mediterranée, a centre of sustainable agro
technologies;
Spanish Institut de Recerca i Tecnologia Agroalimentaries, IRTA (the research
institute of the Department of Agriculture of Catalonia);
Hungarian Központi Élelmiszer-Tudományi Kutatóintézet, KEKI, (a research institute
which has Departments of: Food Analysis, Biology, Technology and Food Chain
Inspection, Environmental Analysis, and Ecotoxicology);
Romanian Meat Association Asociatia Romana a Carnii (ARC);
Belgian private company Nutrition Sciences NV (NS), who mainly works on R&D
activities in the feed – food chain;
Czech Food Research Institute Prague ýzkumný Ustav Potravinářský Praha (FRIP).

In the United States, according to Hanover,69 global flexible food packaging consumption is
projected to increase by US$16.7m tons in 2016, and the size of the North American food
packaging reached approximately US$ 54.4 billion in 2013 (US$ 23 billion in 2010. The major
institutions in this sector are the Institute of Food Technologists (IFT, whose major goal is to
ensure a safe and abundant food supply contributing to food science advances. It
encompasses members from over 90 countries, fostering innovation and collaboration in the
food science and technology, and serves as the US adhering body to the International Union
of Food Science and Technology) and the Cornell University College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences (CALS, whose Department of Food Science has research programs intended to

69

Food Packaging and United States Food Contact Paper Market, 2013, Hanover research report,
viewed 24 April 2015, http://www.hanoverresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/FoodPackaging-and-US-Food-Contact-Paper-Market-Hanover-Research-July-2013.pdf.
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expand understanding of sectors such as biological/microbiological, chemical, physical,
sensory, nutritional, and engineering properties of foods and beverages, and the transfer of
research-based programs in information and technology to consumers, food and beverage
companies, and government agencies). Moreover, the Cornell Institute for Food Systems
Industry Partnership Program (CIFS-IPP), a public-private partnership between Cornell’s CIFS
Faculty and industry scientists, engineers and other professionals, offers tailored
opportunities for collaborative research, technical training and technology transfer through
a number of research centres (e.g. New York State Food Venture Center at the Agricultural
Experiment Station in Geneva, dedicated to fruit and vegetable crops), leading to
entrepreneurship in food processing, food safety and regulatory compliance.
Other US research centres focusing on these topics, especially from the department of food
science or food engineering of universities and colleges of agricultural and life sciences,
include: Food Engineering Centre at the biological and agricultural engineering department
of Texas A&M University College of food, agricultural and natural resource sciences of the
University of Minnesota, and Department of Food Sciences of Wisconsin-Madison
University.
Cooperation with European and North American partners, who present mature experience
in research activities and networking, to focus on materials science for food packaging
solutions, can be the key to improve the productivity and competitiveness of South Australia
in the frame of the new FTAs with China, Japan and the Republic of Korea.
3.2.2.

Health care

As noted, Asia’s demographic transition has emerged over the last decade and many Asian
countries have yet to prepare efficient services to manage it: the ageing population will
boost demand for healthcare and aged care technologies, which are areas of economic
activities that have enormous scale.70 Concerning the healthcare system, in the Republic of
Korea there is a National Health Insurance for employees but facilities are almost wholly
owned by private providers and a Medical Aid Programme for others, while in Japan forprofit hospitals don’t exist, and there is universal access to facilities (including the Employees
health insurance and the National health insurance for others, plus an integrated aged care
system for elderly people). China alone has enrolled 1.2 billion people into it within the last
decade, nonetheless in some provinces health benefit packages are lacking, considering also
that more than 140 million people are aged 60 years or over, making up 60 per cent of the
Chinese total medicine consumption (worth more than AUD$150 billion).71 Building Asian
health systems to support an ageing population requires investment, research and planning.
These can also come from collaboration with countries which are further advanced with an
effective healthcare system, through the EU and the North Atlantic region.
Medicine: In London, the Francis Crick Institute is connecting the most successful scientific
and academic organisations such as the Imperial College London, the King's College London,

70

Chomik Rafal, 2013, Asia in the Ageing Century: Part III Healthcare¸ Centre of Excellence in
Population
Ageing
Research,
viewed
on
24
April
2015,
<http://www.cepar.edu.au/media/113850/asia_in_the_ageing_century_-_part_iii_-_healthcare.pdf>.
71
Luo Ying, Wong John, Xia Magen (2014), Winning in China’s Changing Medtech Market, viewed 24
April 2015,
<https://www.bcgperspectives.com/Images/Winning_in_China_Changing_Medtech_Market_July_20
14_tcm80-165391.pdf>, p. 3.
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the Medical Research Council (MRC), the Cancer Research UK (CRUK), the Wellcome Trust,
and the University College London (UCL). The MRC's National Institute for Medical
Research and CRUK's London Research Institute became part of the consortium on April
2015. With an operating budget of over £100 million a year, it is predicted to employ 1500
workers, more than 80 per cent scientists, and it will be operating from 2016.
Medical devices: The United Kingdom is also one of the major markets for medical devices,
as well as the whole Europe, North America, and Japan.72 However, Asian markets could be
the most competitive next to those of North America and the EU and over the next 15
years.73 This is why Australia should take advantage of its geopolitical position within the
Asian region and improve its performance.
Currently, according to the Patent Analytics Report 2014 on Australian medical devices, most
inventions in the country were focused on surgical, and electromedical and diagnostics
technologies, as well as implants and vision.74 Australia’s main sectors of specialisation
include syringes, eye and lens-related inventions, implants and orthopaedic devices,
catheters, dental, imaging and computer related medical innovations, and cardiac-related
inventions. The majority of Australia’s medical device inventions, representing 44 per cent,
originated in New South Wales, which means that South Australia still has potential to
improve this sector. Australian-origin inventions75 arising from foreign inventor
collaborations were about 18 per cent, while the amount of Australian-origin inventions
owned by foreign companies (totally or partly) is around 16 per cent.76 Australia is among
the main destinations to pursue a patent (with the US, EU, Japan, China and Canada) which
confirms that the country has favourable IP jurisdiction and markets for medical devices.
Along with these trends, private hospitals and health services are both flourishing industries
with remarkable growth potential. Besides research (in areas as cardio-geriatrics,
rheumatology but also geriatric neurology), new opportunities in the North Asian markets
can arise for sectors such as hospital, aged care and home care management services, health
infrastructure solutions, medical education and training, pharmaceuticals and digital
healthcare.
There are still considerable challenges and opportunities in biomedical informatics and
healthcare IT especially in China, also in academic research and education, because the
health care level within the country is not homogeneous, healthcare IT systems still require
further development. In the US, one of the pioneers in the field of biomedical informatics
has been the Department of Medical Informatics of the University of Utah, founded in 1968.
In Europe, some of the institutions that have been promoting and monitoring biomedical
informatics, include:

72

Australian Medical Devices: a Patent Analytics Report 2014, 2014, Australian Government, visited
on 14 April 2015,
<http://industry.gov.au/industry/IndustrySectors/PharmaceuticalsandHealthTechnologies/Document
s/AustralianMedicalDevicesPatentAnalyticsReport2014
73
Lavelle Anna, 2013, Australian Medical Devices Seeking New Markets in Asia, in Australian Life
Scientist,
10
December
2013,
visited
on
14
April
2015
<http://lifescientist.com.au/content/biotechnology/article/australianmedical-devices-seeking-newmarkets-in-asia-47943919>.
74
Australian Government, 2014, Australian Medical Devices cit., p. 22.
75
The research considered patents with a priority date between 1 January 2001 and 31 May 2012.
76
Australian Government, 2014, Australian Medical cit., p. 7.
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•
•

Center for Translational Molecular Medicine (CTMM);
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI), part of the European Molecular Biology
Laboratory;
• European Federation for Medical Informatics (EFMI);
• Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência (IGC), Portuguese international biomedical
research and graduate training institute;
• International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA), based in Switzerland;
• International Society for Telemedicine & eHealth (ISfTeH);
• Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre (NBIC);
• Spanish National Bioinformatics Institute (INB);
• Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB);
• Vlaams Instituut voor Biotechnologie (VIB), Belgian research institute, who
translates scientific results into pharmaceutical, but also agricultural and
industrial applications.
Moreover, a particular sector where telehealth is applied is health care for elderly patients
(see Annex II).
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Conclusion
The biggest implications and benefits flowing from the new FTAs are going to occur in the
next few years, noting that countries are still involved in the implementation period for tariff
elimination, rules on sanitary and phytosanitary measures, technical barriers to trade, rules
on investments, and so on. Tariff elimination does not necessarily mean that non-technical
barriers to trade disappear. Considering that FTAs do not mean an immediate boost in trade
as the benefits are not automatic. On trade in goods, for example, businesses need to
determine the Harmonized System Code (HS) of their products, identify the duty rate,
understand if the product is of ‘Australian origin’ under the Rules of Origin (ROO) and to
apply for the related Certificate of Origin (COO). AUSTRADE has therefore, in 2015, been
organising national information seminars for businesses to demonstrate how they can take
advantage of FTA’s and how to realise practical benefits.
Besides the regulatory process, it is also important to market products and services to suit
the taste and style of foreign markets. Firstly, Australia’s competitors are implementing or
negotiating FTAs (e.g. the United States have had an FTA with the Republic of Korea since
2012, New Zealand and Chile are taking advantage of their FTAs with China respectively
since 2008 and 2006); secondly, global agreements like the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
and Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the European Union and the United
States are currently under negotiation, and these implications could have an impact on
Australia’s terms of trade.
Other factors also influence trade activity: the production of some agriculture goods in
Australia is restricted by supply side constraints, especially water, while seafood supply is
restricted by the need to apply quotas to ensure a sustainable industry. Furthermore, the
terms of trade also varies depending on exchange rates: the United States is Australia’s main
competitor in many markets. The weaker the US dollar, the more Australia’s terms of trade
can improve.77
Projections show that Australia’s economy will see about 17 per cent growth over the
forward five year period 2014 to 2019 (or at an annual average of about 3.3 per cent) 78,
which shows Australia will perform well especially when compared to the other advanced
economies, whose growth rate is estimated at 12 per cent (or an annual average of 2.4 per
cent).79 Furthermore, considering that the average annual rate of population growth in the
so-called developed world was around 0.4 per cent over the period 1980-2013 and this is
projected to decrease even more over the future years,80 Australia’s population is growing
quicker than other similar and comparable countries (around 1.6 per cent in 2014)81.
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Competitiveness at a glance:

Australia is ranked 22nd in the Global Competitiveness Index. It posted gains in higher
education and training, climbing to 11th position globally. Generally, the quality of Australia’s
public institutions is excellent (22nd) and the public debt-to-GDP ratio, despite a rise, is the
4th lowest among OECD countries; moreover Australia achieved its best rank in the financial
market development pillar, advancing one position to 6th place. In particular, the reliability
of Australia’s banking sector is strong, ranking 3rd behind Canada and New Zealand.
(World Economic Forum, the Global Competitiveness Report 2014–2015).

From a State perspective, the South Australian Government has also identified key economic
priorities relating to premium food and wine; resources, energy and renewable assets; and
the improvement of health research, ageing and related services and products. Considering
the potential, it is timely to develop strategies that could make Australia and South Australia
a more attractive hub in the North Asian region.
For these reasons, as seen, some areas could be improved: agribusiness, where the State
could expand its premium food export enhancing technologies to extend fresh life products
and packaging, and in the health sector, where telehealth technologies could be used not
only to reduce health costs but also to combine ICT and health to serve North Asia’s ageing
population.
KAFTA, JAEPA and ChAFTA are merely instruments that can increase opportunities and flow
in trade in goods, in services and in investments. To gain the benefits, it is not only necessary
to look at previous years’ data and determine projections, but also to improve traditional
market services and infrastructure, seek new opportunities, boost R&D, attract foreign
expertise, and increase competitiveness. In one word: innovation is crucial.
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ANNEX I – South Australia’s trade in services

Source: DFAT, Trade in Services Australia 2013-14
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Source: DFAT, Trade in Services Australia 2013-14
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ANNEX II – Telehealth for elderly people
Europe might play an important role in health ageing through enabling technologies and
collaboration with Australia, especially because the European Horizon2020 initiative (the
previously mentioned biggest 2014-2020 EU Research and Innovation programme, with
nearly €80 billion budget) is financing the application of technologies in the health of the
ageing population through one of the three areas where CASIE (Connecting Australian
European Science & Innovation Excellence) is operating: ‘Healthy ageing through enabling
technologies’. One type of technology that can be used is telehealth, which can also consent
doctors to improve their capability to diagnose patients who live in isolated regional, rural
and remote areas, as well as to transmit voice, data, images and information rather than
moving patients, GP or health professionals enabling diagnosis, treatment, educational care
services. Telehealth technologies can reduce the health related transports cost, and as
related services are scalable, it can provide increasing volumes of care without a
correspondent increase in costs. Thinking about the perspectives applications in aged care, it
can be used for clinical management of the elderly population suffering from chronic health
conditions.
Considering prospective flows into North Asia, the Republic of Korea’ healthcare industry
also envisages boosting remote healthcare and telehealth technologies82, applying ICT to
traditional industries in pioneering ways.
To improve telehealth in Australia, a pilot project recently funded by the Commonwealth
Department of Health and Ageing (now Department of Health) under the NBN Enabled
Telehealth Pilots Program shows that telehealth can be cost effective at 40% when
compared to the traditional face-to-face model.83 In South Australia, Flinders University
received Commonwealth funding for the project 'Telehealth in the Home; Aged and
Palliative Care in South Australia',84 that used commodity-grade internet services, simple
tablet devices (iPad), and applications to provide health care services at patient’s homes
(including Residential Aged Care Facilities RACF). Evaluating the results, found that there was
a need for new ICT services to support the use of tablets in patients' homes.
Australia’s challenges in the application of telehealth technologies for the ageing population
could be answered through the evaluation of foreign research: for instance, in 2014 the
Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research financed a project that involved the
Italian national research centre (CNR), the national institute for elderly care (Istituto
Nazionale Riposo e Cura Anziani, INRCA), the University of Trento and the Fondazione
Politecnico, called ‘Active ageing at home’, which aims to improve services for older people
through the use of fixed and mobile ICT solutions.85
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Acronyms

AANZFTA
ABD
ABS
ACI-FTA
ANZCERTA
ASEAN
ASEAN+3
AUD$
AUSTRADE
BOP
BRICS
ChAFTA
CKFTA
DFAT
EAS
EPA
FAO
FTA
FY
GATS
GATT
GCC
GDP
GVA
IEA
ISDS
JAEPA
JPY, ¥
KAFTA
KORUS
LNG
LPDR
MFN
MOU
NCM
NES
NZ
NZCFTA
OECD
PACER
R&D
RCEP
RMB
ROK
ROO
RTA
SA

ASEAN – Australia – New Zealand Free Trade Agreement
Asian Development Bank
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Australia – Chile Free Trade Agreement
Australia – New Zealand Closer Economic Agreement
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
ASEAN and China, Japan and the Republic of Korea
Australian dollar
Australian Trade Commission
Balance of payments
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa
China – Australia Free Trade Agreement
Canada – Republic of Korea Free Trade Agreement
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
East Asia Summit
Economic Partnership Agreement
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Free Trade Agreement
Financial year, fiscal year
General Agreement on Trade in Services
General Agreement on Tariffs
Gulf Cooperation Council
Gross Domestic Product
Gross Value Added
International Energy Agency
investor-state dispute settlement mechanisms
Japan – Australia Economic Partnership Agreement
Japanese yen
Korea – Australia Free Trade Agreement
Republic of Korea – United States Free Trade Agreement
liquefied natural gas
Lao People's Democratic Republic
most-favoured nation
memorandum of understanding
non-conforming measures
not elsewhere specified
New Zealand
New Zealand – China Free Trade Agreement
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Pacific Trade and Economic Agreement
Research and Development
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement
Renminbi, Chinese yuan
Republic of Korea
Rule of Origin
Regional Trade Agreement
South Australia
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SAFTA
SFTZ
SMEs
SPS
TAFE
TiSA
TPP
TRIPS
TRQ
UAE
US
VCLT
VET
WHA
WTO
YOY

Singapore – Australia Free Trade Agreement
Shanghai Free-Trade Zone
small and medium-sized enterprises
sanitary and phytosanitary measures
technical and further education
Trade in Services Agreement
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
Tariff Rate Quota
United Arab Emirates
United States
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
Vocational education and training
work and holiday arrangement
World Trade Organization
year-over-year
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